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The purpose of this research was to determine if the variables included 
in the Mississippi Report Card 2003-2004 utilized for the calculation of AYP 
can be used to predict with accuracy greater than that which can be 
attributed to chance, whether or not Mississippi LEAs will attain adequate 
yearly progress in reading and math using the logistic regression technique. 
An additional goal of this study is to identify whether the inclusion of an 
additional variable pertaining to the proportion of teachers in each 
Mississippi LEA with a one-year teaching certificate can notably enhance the 
explanatory power of the logistic regression models. 
This study addressed two research questions: 
Research Question 1: Can variables (included in the Mississippi Report Card 
2003-2004) required for the calculation of adequate yearly progress be used to 
successfully predict Adequate Yearly Progress using the Logistic Regression 
technique with an accuracy greater than that which can be attributed to 
chance? 
Research Question 2: Could the addition of another predictor variable 
(Percentage of Teachers with One-Year Educator Licenses) notably add to the 
predictive accuracy of the model? 
This study demonstrated that using the variables utilized for the 
calculation of AYP, a predictive model can be successfully utilized to classify 
Mississippi LEAs that will and will not attain AYP in reading and math with 
an accuracy greater than that which can be attributed to chance. This study 
also established that the inclusion of a variable corresponding to the 
percentage of teachers in a LEA with one-year educator licenses does not add 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
The No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2001 is a federal initiative 
with the goal of nationwide public school reform (United States Department 
of Education, 2001). Essentially, the chief goal of this legislation is the 
eradication of the achievement gap that exists among students from differing 
racial and socioeconomic groups. NCLB seeks to achieve this objective 
through the modification of standards pertaining to teacher quality and 
accountability, the establishment of literacy and school safety programs, 
provisions for flexible use of federal funds, increased parental choice of 
school, and compensation of schools based upon federal performance 
standards. Specifically related to accountability measures, NCLB requires 
that each state devise specific performance standards for all students and 
demonstrate adequate yearly progress (AYP) for all students and subgroups 
of the student population. For purposes of this study, AYP will be defined 











in a manner that (1) results in continuous and substantial yearly 
improvement of each school and local education agency sufficient to 
achieve the goal of all children. . . meeting the state’s proficient and 
advanced levels of achievement; [and] (2) is sufficiently rigorous to 
achieve that goal within an appropriate timeframe. (p.8)   
This study will address the following four area of research included in 
the review of the literature: (a) the history of adequate yearly progress, (b) 
the impact of adequate yearly progress on state policies and procedures 
related to education, (c) the measurement of adequate yearly progress, and 
(d) the theoretical basis for the inclusion of the percentage of teachers with
one year certificates in the calculation of adequate yearly progress. Each of 
these lines of research is discussed below. 
Literature Review 
History of Adequate Yearly Progress 
Manna (2002) indicated that historically in the United States, “the 
federal presence in education has been justified when it served national goals 
or when the nation’s basic principles or physical safety were perceived at 
risk” (p. 10). A prime example of increased federal power in the area of 
education was presented as the Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
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(ESEA), a component of President Lyndon B. Johnson’s War on Poverty 
Initiative. 
However, 40 years after President Johnson enacted the Elementary 
and Secondary Education Act of 1965, the basic premise of addressing the 
academic needs of underprivileged students that this federal legislation was 
founded upon remains at the forefront of educational concerns. Robelen 
(2005) stated that although ESEA has undergone numerous reauthorizations, 
none has increased the federal government’s role as radically as the most 
recent modification the No Child Left Behind Act. The first alteration to 
ESEA occurred in 1968, when Congress created specialized programs and 
new titles for existing initiatives, establishing Title I. Title I was created to 
provide financial assistance to schools with elevated proportions of 
underprivileged children. Then, in 1970, Congress mandated stringent 
regulations for the manner in which funding allocated through this act was 
spent by states, districts, and schools. Subsequently, President Jimmy Carter 
reauthorized ESEA in 1978, providing more flexibility in Title I spending. 
The next modifications occurred in 1981 when President Ronald Reagan 
proposed the consolidation of several programs into Chapter I (formally Title 
I), eliminating excessive paperwork for local education agencies (LEAs). 
However the 1988 reauthorization of the ESEA, which was enacted during 
the Reagan administration, marked the year that vital provisions concerning 
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state, LEA, and school accountability as well as the annual assessment of 
effectiveness were focused upon. In 1994, President Clinton enacted 
Improving America’s Schools Act (IASA) along with Goals 2000, which 
mandated that states devise state achievement standards and align annual 
assessments with these standards. Additionally, this particular 
reauthorization required that LEAs distinguish schools making and not 
making AYP and develop improvement plans. 
Goertz (2001) stated that one of the foremost goals of IASA was the 
establishment of a single, comprehensive accountability system by which all 
public schools in the United States would be evaluated. However, as of the 
2001-2002 school year, merely 22 states had established all-encompassing 
accountability systems applicable to all public schools.  
The most recent reauthorization of ESEA occurred in 2002, when 
President George W. Bush enacted Public Law 107-110, also known as the No 
Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). However, NCLB is unique in that it impacted 
all public schools in the United States (not just those receiving Title I 
funding), and holds all schools, local education agencies (LEAs), and states 
accountable for improving the achievement of disadvantaged students and 
responsible for providing substantiation that all students are making AYP. 
The language of the No Child Left Behind Act (2001) asserted that the 
purpose of Title I is 
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to ensure that all children have a fair, equal, and significant 
opportunity to obtain a high-quality education and reach, at a 
minimum, proficiency on challenging State academic 
assessments…[and this purpose can be achieved by]…holding schools, 
local educational agencies, and States accountable for improving the 
academic achievement of all students, and identifying and turning 
around low-performing schools that have failed to provide a high-
quality education to their students, while providing alternatives to 
students in such schools to enable the students to receive a high-
quality education (Title I, Section 1001, Statement of Purpose) 
NCLB includes notable modifications to federally funded programs and 
accountability requirements (Trahan, 2002). Trahan indicated that this 
legislation included provisions for the largest increases in federally-
appropriated educational funding in history. Specifically, the amount of 
funding public school districts and states received was dependent upon the 
number of children and families living in poverty. Through increased funding 
as well as specific policies and programs designed to address the needs of at-
risk children, NCLB seeks to offer support to states to promote the 
elimination of the achievement gap, especially in reading.  
According to Wanning, Herdman, and Smith (2002), NCLB increases 
the federal government’s authority in the area of educational accountability. 
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The rationale for this expansion of control stemmed from the failure of public 
schools in the United States to eradicate the achievement gap that exists 
between groups of students from differing racial and socioeconomic 
subgroups. Wanning et al. (2002) also asserted that historically, the needs of 
low-achieving students have been improperly addressed, as educators have 
focused upon procedural accommodations during testing, rather than the 
achievement of the students. 
Specifically, NCLB (2001) required states to establish a set of 
standards, objectives, and targeted achievement levels for each disaggregated 
subgroup of the public school population. These subgroups include: students 
from low socioeconomic groups, disabled students, limited English proficiency 
students, students from racial/ethnic groups, and gender groups. In addition, 
states are required to administer at least one assessment in reading/language 
arts and math during the following grade spans (3-5, 6-9, and 10-12). At least 
one science assessment must be included during one of these grade spans, 
beginning no later than the 2007-2008 school year. This initiative also 
encouraged states to move from norm-referenced tests to criterion-referenced 
tests, which are directly aligned with the benchmarks and standards common 
to each state. 
Though AYP is a term defined by federal legislation, each state is 





and levels of rigor) associated with this key accountability element 
(Education Trust, 2003). AYP has been a critical factor in the determination 
of the success of individual schools and LEAs in the United States since the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, but has gained renewed 
significance since the enactment of the No Child Left Behind Act. Therefore, 
it is essential that educational leaders have a thorough and extensive 
knowledge of this multi-faceted element of accountability. However, since the 
inception of NCLB in 2001 the concept of AYP has been plagued by countless 
misconceptions in the educational community. Furthermore, erroneous 
beliefs of educational and governmental officials pertaining to this federal 
legislation and associated policies could potentially be detrimental to the 
success of schools or LEAs. Thus, the Education Trust addressed and clarified 
several of the most prominent misunderstandings related to AYP. First, 
schools and districts that fail to make AYP are not financially sanctioned. In 
reality, states are appropriated federal funding expressly for schools 
identified as “needing improvement.” Second, the success of students, schools, 
and LEAs is determined by individual states, not the federal government. 
Since states are responsible for establishing academic standards and 
proficiency percentages, they are also accountable for determining the 
manner in which achievement is assessed. Third, the label “needing 





make AYP for two consecutive years are labeled as “needing improvement”, 
but this classification implies the need for assistance in certain areas, not the 
failure of the entire system. Fourth, schools that succeed in narrowing the 
achievement gap that exists among students from differing socioeconomic 
and racial groups are identified as successful. NCLB does not place more 
stringent standards on public schools, but rather redefine the designation of a 
“successful school” (Education Trust, 2003). 
Christopher Edley, Jr. (2002), J.D., former Co-Director of The Civil 
Rights Project at Harvard University and Professor at Harvard Law School 
and current dean at the Boalt Hall School of Law at the University of 
California, Berkley, stated that the No Child Left Behind Act provides 
innovative focus on “the academic achievement of the major racial and ethnic 
groups, socioeconomically-disadvantaged students, English language 
learners, and children with disabilities” (p. 3). Edley also noted that NCLB 
utilizes the success of these subgroups to determine “whether or not schools 
are judged to be successful” (p. 3). Edley has served as economic advisor 
under presidents Carter and Clinton, respectively and maintains an 
academic focus on civil rights, with an emphasis on public policy (University 
of California, Berkley, 2005).  This determining factor of success is Adequate 
Yearly Progress. 
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Impact of Adequate Yearly Progress on Policy and Education 
 The AYP component of No Child Left Behind (2001) has significantly 
impacted the educational community. Though this element is not a recent 
innovation, its extension to all public schools in the United States has 
sparked district and state-wide reform. According to Canales, Frey, Walker, 
Walker, Weiss, and West (2002), this legislation “places new pressure on 
states and districts to improve student achievement and close academic gaps 
among students of different racial, ethnic, and economic backgrounds” (p. 8). 
As indicated by the United States Department of Education (2002), the sole 
function of the calculation of AYP is the emphasis of school-specific areas in 
need of improvement for the enhancement of student achievement.  
To determine the impact of the implementation requirements 
(including AYP) associated with the No Child Left Behind Act on each state, 
Rentner, Chudowsky, Fagan, Gayler, Hamilton, and Kober (2003) conducted 
telephone interviews with approximately three state educational officials 
from 48 states (and the District of Columbia). Typically, the state Title I 
director, individuals responsible for the administration and establishment of 
state assessment procedures, and officers from the office of teacher 
certification were interviewed for approximately two hours during the 
sessions. Additionally, case studies involving the State of North Carolina, and 
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individual school districts in California, Missouri, and Ohio were conducted 
to gain specific data related to implementation issues. 
 These findings indicated that states are generally supportive of the 
reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), also 
known as NCLB, because of the general goals of increasing the achievement 
of students from all subgroups and improving teacher quality. However, 
Rentner et al. (2003) found that most states have implemented the policies 
with which they have the most experience first, and have experienced 
difficulty establishing procedures for the elements of the initiative with which
they are less familiar, or that the federal government presented vaguely.  
 Additionally, Rentner et al. (2003) revealed that states generally rated 
federal guidance as “good to fair” (p.10) regarding the areas of assessment 
and teacher quality, but ranked their direction pertaining to practices based 
upon scientific research notably lower. Likewise, the officials from each 
participating state rated the federal government’s promptness in the 
dissemination of regulations and specific guidance minimally.  
 Central to NCLB is assessment, which provides substantiation of 
student achievement and identifies schools in need of improvement. Rentner 
et al. (2003) indicated that states have pinpointed that the most difficult 
element of NCLB is rooted in the determination of AYP due mostly in part to 





pertaining to AYP. Additionally, because states are responsible for setting 
targets for achievement, little motivation exists for states to set high 
standards. 
Rentner et al. (2003) stated that one of the provisions related to 
accountability included in NCLB requires school districts to provide 
supplemental tutorial services and choice of alternate public schools to 
eligible students attending schools identified as needing improvement. 
However, Renter et al. (2003) revealed that extremely small numbers of 
parents had utilized these options, which the authors attribute to parents’ 
lack of information or the states’ delay to implement this policy until the 
federal government provided them with specific guidelines.  
Another central tenet of NCLB involves the improvement of teacher 
quality through the establishment of stringent professional standards and 
the alteration of the necessary qualifications for paraprofessionals employed 
at Title I schools (Rentner et al. 2003). Individual states however, are 
responsible for establishing certification requirements, including the 
assessments for determining knowledge and skills of teachers and 
paraprofessionals. 
 Finally, the research of Rentner et al. (2003) signified that although 
numerous programs associated with this federal legislation require schools to 
implement practices based on scientific research, the guidelines from the 
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federal government involving scientific research has been relatively vague. 
Many states professed minimal experience with this topic, and looked to the 
government for assistance. Renter et al. also noted that several states voiced 
concern over the rigorous nature of NCLB’s definition of scientific research 
and fear that valuable programs will be eliminated because they do not 
conform exactly to the criteria set forth.
  Joftus and Maddox-Dolan (2003) indicated that though the focus of 
NCLB lies chiefly within grades three through eight; American high schools 
are expected to comply with several stringent requirements. In an era where 
educational budgets are shrinking, many high school administrators and 
district leaders question how governmental expectations will be met without 
appropriate funding. Though the chief effects of NCLB have been felt at the 
elementary and middle school levels, this legislation has affected public 
secondary schools as well. 
 Specifically, NCLB (2001) requires all high schools to employ “highly-
qualified” instructors; exclude  alternate graduation methods (certificates, 
GED) in the calculation of the graduation rate; administer annual 
assessments of reading, math, and science (by 2007-2008) once during grades 
ten through twelve; and progressively improve graduation rates and the 
achievement of all student subgroups. However, Joftus and Maddox-Dolan 




overshadowed by the federal government’s failure to provide high schools 
with appropriate funding to fulfill these requirements. Joftus and Maddox-
Dolan also maintained that, “Accountability without resources is no better 
than resources without accountability” (p.17).   
NCLB (2001) requires many elements that affect rural and small 
schools vastly differently than their larger, urban counterparts. Barton 
(2003) reported several concerns related to the implementation of this federal 
initiative identified during interviews with educational leaders from 
Montana, Washington, Idaho, Oregon, and Alaska.  
First, the small populations of these schools make them extremely 
vulnerable to outliers in student assessment data (Barton, 2003). Also, rural 
and small districts with minimal revenue are concerned with the 
implementation costs of NCLB. These districts tend to be exceptionally 
vulnerable to fluctuations in enrollment, which could ultimately affect 
achievement measures. Finally, educational professionals employed in 
remote, rural districts reported difficulty with recruiting and retaining 
qualified personnel and with conducting professional development activities. 
However, Barton noted that the Rural Education Initiative, which specifically 
addresses the concerns of these districts. The Rural Education Achievement 




provides flexible options for the use of federal funds, in an attempt to assist 
rural and small schools in the implementation of NCLB requirements. 
Sanders (2003) indicated that the NCLB legislation may have 
inadvertent affects on schools whose populations are comprised primarily of 
students from low socioeconomic levels. Research revealed that many 
educators are responding to the pressure induced by the accountability 
measures included in NCLB by focusing their instructional attentions on 
those students who are closest to attaining proficiency. In turn, this narrowed 
focus results in the neglect of students performing at the high and low ends of 
the achievement spectrum. Sanders further cautioned that though this 
practice may contribute to immediate increases in proficiency levels, future 
measurements of AYP may be negatively affected. The author explained that 
low-performing students will fall further and further behind and the 
achievement of high-performing students will diminish and regress toward 
the proficient/nonproficient cutoff point. Additionally, Sanders (2003) 
revealed that high-performing students from “at-risk” populations may be 
affected most negatively as their instructors focus their attention on their 
lower-performing counterparts.   
Although LEAs and state departments of education are generally 
supportive of NCLB, the pressure of addressing the stringent accountability 








Specifically, the AYP component included in this legislation has affected the 
manner in which all public LEAs in the United States approach education 
and assessment (Joftus & Maddox-Dolan, 2003). However, it is unclear 
whether the longitudinal implications of AYP will affect all LEAs uniformly 
(Barton, 2003; Sanders 2003). 
Measurement of Adequate Yearly Progress 
AYP, a chief component of the accountability system accompanying the 
No Child Left Behind Act, has affected the manner in which teachers and 
administrators in public schools and LEAs across the United States approach 
instructional activities as well as assessment practices. In response to the
federal demands associated with AYP, the educational community has 
implemented numerous changes and improvements in an effort to address 
the achievement gap that exists among students of differing ethnic and 
socioeconomic groups (Canales, Frey, Walker, Weiss, & West, 2002). 
Lissitz and Huynh (2003) asserted that “Of all the provisions of the 
federal No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation, the definition and 
determination of AYP is perhaps the most challenging” (¶ 1). Marion, White, 
Carlson, Erpehbach, Rabinowitz, and Sheinker (2002) offered the following
reasons for the impact of AYP. First, at the time of enactment of NCLB, 
many states were in the process of establishing more localized versions of 
AYP, as mandated in IASA of 1994. Therefore, with the implementation of 
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NCLB, any local or state-specific definitions of AYP were considered null and 
void. Second, the intricate nature and magnitude of the elements associated 
with AYP along with the complexity of the calculations were extremely 
daunting to state educational officials. Third, given the significance of 
attaining and maintaining AYP, states and LEAs were burdened with the 
intimidating accountability entailed by AYP. 
In order to determine whether or not schools and LEAs are meeting 
targeted achievement levels, NCLB requires states to provide evidence that 
districts as well as individual schools are making AYP (Education Trust, 
2003). The No Child Left Behind Act (2001) indicates that AYP is a set of 
state-specific guidelines that are used diagnostically to determine the specific 
areas in which students of various subgroups or schools need concentrated 
assistance. Richard and Olson (2004) indicated that since the inception of 
NCLB, individual schools have been the focus of accountability measures. 
However, 2004 marked the first year that entire districts could be labeled as 
“needing improvement.” 
Education Trust (2003) defined Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) as a 
five step procedure. First, states must establish sets of academic standards in 
literacy and math for each grade that are indicative of what students at each 
level should be able to master. Canales et al. (2002) specified that each state 




standards specific to each school district. Additionally, states must determine 
scores of proficiency for each grade level which will serve to delineate 
students performing on grade level from those who are not (Education Trust, 
2003). 
Second, each state must establish baseline targets for the 
measurement of AYP using data from the 2001-2002 school year. Since the 
goal of NCLB is for all students to perform at proficient levels by the year 
2014, states must demonstrate consistent progress toward this goal. 
Specifically, the initial target levels must be the larger of either of the 
following two percentages: the percent proficient in the lowest performing 
subgroup or the percent proficient of the school at the 20th percentile of total 
student enrollment. Also, as indicated by Education Trust (2003), these 
targets apply to all students; targets are the same for each subgroup.  
Third, states must establish longitudinal targets to demonstrate 
student improvement in the areas of mathematics and reading. After the 
baseline measurements for each state have been established, each state must 
determine incremental progress until the year 2014 and align the targets 
accordingly. Additionally, the targets “must be the same for all schools 
serving the same grades and for all subgroups of students within schools”





Fourth, states must administer yearly assessments in language arts 
and math to students in grades three through eight and at least once during 
grades 10 through 12. Under NCLB, schools can attain AYP through 
“Regular” or “Safe Harbor” criteria. According to Education Trust (2003), 
“Regular” AYP is attained if all students and student subgroups in the school 
(or district) “meet or exceed the statewide goal in math and language arts” (p. 
4), a minimum of 95% of the school’s total enrollment are tested, and at least 
one other academic indicator is met. These additional academic indicators 
include: proficiency on other local or state measurement instruments, 
reduction of retention rates, mandated attendance percentages, or increased 
proportion of students participating in advanced and college-preparatory 
classes. Additionally, secondary schools must also include information 
pertaining to the graduation rate of the school. Furthermore, Education 
Trust specified that NCLB provides alternative standards for schools and 
districts that are unable to meet the usual AYP requirements, which are 
referred to as “Safe Harbor” AYP. Specifically, if a school (or district) fails to 
meet the statewide proficiency targets for all students or subgroups of
students, it can still make AYP if “it reduces the percent of students below 
proficient by 10% from the previous year (and makes progress on the other
academic indicator)” (p. 5). Additionally, although NCLB necessitates an 





data from single years in the calculation of AYP targets. Still another 
provision related to alternate AYP attainment included in NCLB states that 
schools are only accountable for the performances of students who have been 
enrolled at least one full academic year. In addition, schools are only required 
to report the scores of student subgroups that are large enough to be 
“statistically valid and reliable” (p.5).  
 Fifth, NCLB establishes corrective measures for schools (and districts)
that fail to make either “Regular” or “Safe Harbor” AYP for two (and up to
seven) successive years. These corrective measures include: parental option 
to transfer students to a higher performing school within the same district 
(with priority given to low socioeconomic students), identification of issues for 
improvement, provision of supplemental tutoring services, and the possibility 
of staff replacement, total school restructuring, and extension of the school 
day (Education Trust, 2003). 
Hall, Wiener, and Carey (2003) indicated that the concept of Adequate 
Yearly Progress requires schools to address the needs of all students and 
disseminate accurate reports of the progress of several student subgroups. 
Additionally, the authors assert that “. . . it is the AYP process that forms the 
heart of the accountability system” (p. 2) of NCLB. Though only Title I 





Progress, the application of AYP to all public schools has completely altered 
the manner in which schools, districts, and states view success.  
Hall et al. (2003) asserted that the conditions for attaining AYP have 
been instrumental in identifying schools that are failing to narrow the 
achievement gap that exists among ethnic and socioeconomic groups. First,
AYP information is influential in identifying schools that have previously 
been deemed “successful” according to state standards, but have substantial 
achievement gaps. Many states formerly based their achievement measures 
on school wide averages, which did not take ethnic subgroups into account. 
However, attainment of AYP is based upon the improvement of these groups 
of students; according to target measures of progress established by the state. 
Essentially, AYP has assisted states in the targeting of schools which must 
improve the manner in which they address the needs of traditionally 
disadvantaged students.  
Additionally, Hall et al. (2003) maintained that the information gained 
from the establishment of more rigorous accountability standards has 
encouraged positive changes in many schools. However, this policy also 
acknowledges schools that successfully address the needs of all student 
subgroups, including those with learning disabilities and limited English 







Finally, Hall et al. (2003) related several aspects influencing the 
attainment of AYP. These included: (a) the size of the achievement gap, (b) 
the distribution of low-performing students, (c) participation rates, (d) the
minimum “N” size of subgroups identified for reporting practices, (e) the
number of grades tested, and (f) the utilization of tests of statistical 
significance and confidence intervals. 
However, concerns about the current methods of AYP evaluation have 
been expressed. Lee and Coladarci (2002) asserted that the current manner 
in which student achievement is assessed as a result of the No Child Left 
Behind Act encourages incorrect inferences as to the quality of instruction or 
“success” of a particular school. Lee and Coladarci also declared that the most 
common method of measuring academic growth involves the comparison of 
successive groups (scores of 6th graders in 2002 to the scores of 6th graders in 
2003). Two apparent weaknesses associated with this approach involve 
“initial group weaknesses and mobility” (p. 3). Though AYP formulas 
included in NCLB (2001) do not account for preliminary group differences, 
provisions are in place to regulate for student mobility. Additionally, Lee and 
Coladarci (2002) stated that AYP status is influenced by the phenomena 
known as regression to the mean, in which higher-performing schools tend to 
experience less academic growth than lower-performing schools. Frankel and 





that the results are due to a tendency for groups, selected on the basis of 
extreme scores, to regress toward a more average score on subsequent 
measurements, regardless of the experimental treatment” (p. 186). Lee and 
Coladarci (2002) recommended that factors controlling for regression to the 
mean be added to the current AYP formula.  
Lissitz and Huynh (2003) also expressed concern over certain 
measurement techniques associated with the calculation of AYP. Because 
test scores are the primary indicator of school success and progress, the 
authors assert that it is imperative that the various assessment instruments 
utilized over the years are equitable. Lissitz and Huynh suggested scaling 
(applying nonlinear or linear transformations to) the scores from the 
assessment instruments to obtain standard scores. This process simplifies the 
communication and interpretation processes for parents and the general 
public and allows for equitable comparisons of scores on multiple 
instruments. 
Additionally, the research of Kane, Staiger, and Geppert (2001) focused 
on three major areas of concern involving AYP. These concerns are based on 
the inconsistencies that exist between state accountability systems and AYP 
requirements of NCLB. First, Kane et al. contended that the guidelines for 
AYP calculation fail to account for “the natural volatility in test scores, by 





Theoretically, schools could be penalized for fluctuations in performance 
attributable to the composition and size of the sample of students tested per 
year per grade. Second, Kane et al. reviewed the test scores of every school in 
Texas and North Carolina (which were selected for the notable increase in
student performance during the years from 1994 to 1999) and discovered that 
practically every school in each state would have failed to make adequate 
yearly progress at least once during the five year span under consideration. 
Though schools are not penalized for failing to make AYP for one year, the
authors assert that 96% of the schools in both states would have faced 
corrective action and 75% would be forced to undergo restructuring during 
the five year time period. Kane et al. asserted that because the majority of 
the schools would be required to submit plans for school improvement, it is 
likely that individual states would not have the monetary resources to 
evaluate or fund these plans appropriately. Essentially, the accuracy of the 
AYP formula and feasibility of the implementation of the corrective actions is 
in question. Finally, Kane et al. maintained that since AYP is based upon the 
improved performance of racial/ethnic and socioeconomic subgroups schools 
whose enrollment is comprised of more than one racial/ethnic subgroup are at 






To overcome these potentially detrimental inconsistencies in state and 
federal accountability requirements, the authors recommended that each 
school’s performance be assessed using a “value-added”, which measures 
students’ performance longitudinally. The benefit of a value-added system is 
that schools whose enrollment consists primarily of underperforming 
students are placed “on a level playing field” (Kane et al., 2001, p. 10) with 
schools whose student body performs at a higher level. Additionally, Kane et 
al. advocated the use of performance data from multiple years in order to 
obtain a more accurate view of student progress. This practice would lessen 
the effect of natural variations in student performance from year to year. 
Finally, Kane et al. opposed the complacent acceptance of the achievement 
gaps that exist in the performance of students of differing racial and ethnic 
groups and promoted setting high standards of achievement for all students.  
Snow-Renner and Torrence (2002) affirmed that states have three 
options pertaining to the manner in which data associated with AYP are 
measured and reported in accordance with NCLB. States can evaluate the 
performances of students in the same grade over time (cohort comparisons), 
the same general cohort of students longitudinally or individually over time. 
The authors recommended the latter of these options (individual longitudinal 
student comparisons) to obtain the most precise information pertaining to the 





According to Snow-Renner and Torrence (2002), individual 
longitudinal student data can provide educators and legislators with 
information pertinent to: student growth by subgroup, program effectiveness 
by age, correlations between early and subsequent achievement, as well as
subgroup patterns in mobility, retention, and completion. As of the 2002, 17 
states had established statewide longitudinal student databases (Arkansas, 
Connecticut, Deleware, Florida, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, 
Minnesota, Tennessee, Texas, Georgia, Hawaii, Michigan, Mississippi, 
Oregon, South Dakota, and Vermont). Additionally, Snow-Renner and 
Torrence suggested that the following aspects are necessary for the 
establishment and maintenance of effective longitudinal student data bases. 
First, states should obtain individual student data biannually (in the fall and 
in the spring) in order to provide more accurate data in reference to dropout 
rates, enrollment in English as a Second Language Programs, and general 
information related to student demographics as required by NCLB. Second, 
states should utilize a method of tracking student mobility within the state, 
in order to control for sampling mortality. Third, individual data from the 
spring assessments from all students in grades in which assessments are 
administered should be available to policymakers so that the process by 
which any student data is excluded from AYP calculation of AYP is 








school course completion and participation and success on SAT, ACT, and 
Advanced Placement Exams” (p. 8). Fifth, the progress of students enrolling 
in post-secondary academic courses should be tracked and evaluated in 
reference to earlier achievement. Finally, states should utilize multiple 
assessment measures to provide triangulation and substantiation of 
performance measures. Though Snow-Renner and Torrence asserted that 
monetary and confidentiality issues should be carefully considered and 
addressed, the authors suggested that the establishment of a statewide 
longitudinal database provides the most thorough and accurate data related 
to individual student achievement and AYP. 
Since NCLB places the preponderance of the responsibility of AYP 
determination on the states, it is critical that the accountability systems for 
these entities are valid and reliable. Specifically, the No Child Left Behind 
Act (2001) indicated that 
• The accountability systems and assessments used by states should be 
“valid and reliable and …consistent with relevant, nationally 
recognized professional and technical standards” 
• State-specific definitions of AYP should be “statistically valid and 
reliable” 
• Interpretation of the students’ results from each disaggregated 




category is insufficient to yield statistically reliable information…” 
[Section 1111(b) (1) (ii)]. 
According to Marion et al. (2002), the phrase “valid and reliable” or 
“reliable and valid” is contained in NCLB 59 times. It is apparent that great 
importance is placed on the integrity of these measures. Though numerous 
definitions of these two terms commonly associated with the viability of 
research exist, these terms will be defined according to Frankel and Wallen’s 
(2003) explanations. First, reliability is identified as “the degree to which 
scores obtained with an instrument are consistent measures of whatever the 
instrument measures” (p. 119). However, validity can be described as “the 
degree to which correct inferences can be made based on results from an 
instrument; [it] depends not only on the instrument itself, but also on the
instrumentation process and the characteristics of the group studied” (p. G-
9). 
However, states have evidenced concern over the formation of different 
valid and reliable accountability systems based on NCLB. Marion et al. 
(2002) indicated that this shift from a compensatory model to a conjunctive 
model of standards assessment has necessitated states to change their focus 
and emphasis of their accountability systems. The accountability measures 
outlined in IASA required states to base their accountability systems on 





lower scores on other measures” (p. 15). Additionally, though the performance 
of all subgroups was publicly reported, AYP attainment was based on the
performance of all students. Conversely, No Child Left Behind (2001) 
mandates that state accountability systems are built around conjunctive 
models, an approach in which “scores on all measures used must be above the 
criterion point (cut score) for the student to have met the overall standard” 
(p.15). Essentially, each student subgroup must evidence specified proficiency 
targets or levels. Marion et al. (2002) also maintained that conjunctive 
models usually evidence the lowest passing rates of the two approaches.  
Marion et al. (2002) offered several suggestions for the establishment 
of valid and reliable accountability state systems. To begin, the authors 
specified three phases associated with the definition of a state accountability 
system: (a) pre-intervention (identification), (b) intervention, and (c) post-
intervention (evaluation). Essentially, information gained in the first phase 
leads to action in the second phase, the effects of which are measured in the 
third phase. Additionally, the authors proposed that there are six key 
components of state educational accountability systems. First, Marion et al. 
recommended that purposes and goals be established. This step entails the 
identification of the overall goals of the system, theoretical bases for the 
goals, and the population that is affected by the goals, interventions and 






specific academic standards and appropriate assessment instruments, and 
collect several types of data. Third, each state must establish accurate and 
impartial procedures for data collection, scoring and analyses. Fourth, states 
must interpret the data and make decisions in terms of interventions, 
rewards, and sanctions based on subgroup performance. Fifth, these decisions 
must be applied consistently and in a timely manner. Finally, each state 
should participate in evaluative practices to determine the effects of the 
implementation. 
Theoretical Basis for the Inclusion of the Percentage of Teachers with One 
Year Certificates in the Calculation of Adequate Yearly Progress
According to Goldhaber and Anthony (2003), “Among professions, the 
job of teaching has some of the widest economic and social ramifications in 
our [the United States] country” (p. 6). Educators from the elementary to the 
secondary levels have the potential to impact the future society through the 
encouragement of social, emotional, and academic achievement. Therefore, it 
is imperative that students receive instruction and educational opportunities 
that are of the highest possible quality. Goldhaber and Anthony 
acknowledged that although an optimal education does not ensure academic 
success, it is indisputably influential. 
As the teacher’s role is central to the educational process, it is 




Although teacher certification is certainly not completely indicative of teacher 
quality, several assumptions can be made in reference to teachers with 
traditional state certifications, based on the criteria for “highly qualified 
teachers” contained in NCLB. According to No Child Left Behind (2001), a 
highly qualified teacher must demonstrate content knowledge, adhere to 
state-specific standards, and provide evidence of the attainment of a
Bachelor’s degree. 
However, in an era of teacher shortages and the ever-present need to 
employ individuals that are highly qualified, alternate teacher certification 
programs have gained notable popularity (Goldhaber & Anthony, 2003). 
Goldhaber and Anthony indicated that as of the year 2000, 44 states (plus the 
District of Columbia) had implemented alternate teacher certification 
programs in an attempt to fill vacant teaching positions. Advocates of this 
method of certification contend that this approach attracts knowledgeable 
individuals who would not have formerly considered entering the education 
profession because of financial or time constraints associated with traditional 
teacher education programs. Additionally, proponents of alternate teacher 
certification believe that local educational officials should have the freedom to 
evaluate an individual’s potential for success, and that teacher education 
programs should not singly define criteria of effective teachers. Conversely, 
opponents of alternate teacher certification maintain that the education 
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profession as a whole is belittled when individuals without traditional 
pedagogical training are allowed to assume the same roles as those having 
undergone conventional preparation. In addition, those who challenge the 
wisdom of alternate teacher certification question whether or not it is 
prudent, in an age when students are expected to achieve higher standards, 
to require less rigorous standard from teachers.  
However, the question becomes whether individuals completing 
alternate route certification will evidence comparable levels of instructional 
effectiveness compared to teachers completing traditional teacher 
preparation programs. Goldhaber and Brewer (1999) suggested that 
“comparing the performance of students whose teachers hold standard 
certificates with students whose teachers have non-standard credentials is 
one way to gauge the efficacy of licensing” (p. 97). Goldhaber and Brewer 
analyzed data collected during the National Educational Longitudinal Study 
of 1988 using the multiple regression technique to determine the relative 
contribution of several demographic factors related to students, teachers, and 
schools to the variation in students’ scores on twelfth-grade standardized 
math and science assessments. After analyzing data pertaining to a subset of 
the original sample of 24,000 students, the results indicated that the 
variables exerting the most influence on student achievement related to the 
socioeconomic and ethnic characteristics, and were judged to be statistically 
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significant at an alpha level of .05. However, the results also revealed that 
teacher certification also has a statistically significant impact on the student 
achievement. Specifically, “teachers with standard certification have a 
statistically significant positive impact on student test scores relative to 
teachers who either are not certified or are certified out of subject” (p. 108).  
The research of Laczko-Kerr and Berliner (2003) also provided 
substantiation of the impact of teachers with advanced degrees on student 
achievement. According to Laczko-Kerr and Berliner, “For teachers to have 
both a deeper knowledge of subject matter and the ability to teach it, 
sufficient training in both subject matter and pedagogy is clearly a necessity” 
(p. 36). The researchers conducted an empirical study to determine whether 
or not differences in student performances existed when achievement test 
scores of students from both certified and uncertified classes were compared. 
Data in the form of students’ test scores on the Stanford Achievement Test 
Nine (SAT-9) were obtained from five school districts in Arizona (which was 
selected because roughly 17% of the teachers in the state are uncertified). 
Then, 109 pairs of uncertified teachers and certified teachers were matched 
based on the following characteristics: grade level at which the educators 
currently teach and highest degree attained. The means of each pair’s class 
scores were then analyzed and compared. Though the results did not yield 






taught by certified teachers outscored students taught by uncertified teachers 
on each subtest (reading, math, and language) of the SAT-9. The researchers 
concluded that students taught by uncertified teachers “pay a 20 percent 
penalty in academic growth for each year of placement with uncertified 
teachers” (p. 38). 
Additionally, the findings of Darling-Hammond (2003) corroborate 
these conclusions. Darling-Hammond utilized survey responses from the
1993-94 Schools and Staffing Surveys (SASS) and student achievement data 
from assessments administered by the National Assessment of Educational 
Progress from multiple years in the mid 1990s to determine the manner in 
which student performance is influenced by teacher qualifications. 
Specifically, the survey data included responses pertaining to the 
qualifications of the teachers, average class sizes, and grade placements from 
nearly 13,000 principals and 65,000 teachers from 5,600 school districts. The 
data were then submitted to a regression analysis. The findings indicated 
that student achievement is most strongly influenced by teacher certification 
and prior training. This provides further evidence of the critical impact of
teacher certification. 
Research conducted by the New York City Board of Education (2000) 
further substantiates the critical nature of teacher certification. This group of 
researchers conducted a study to determine the impact of teacher 
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certification on student achievement. Data were collected from 88 schools 
that had been previously identified as “low performing” by the city of New 
York during the 1999-2000 school year. The multiple regression technique 
was utilized to determine the relative contribution of several variables 
pertaining to student demographics and teacher characteristics. The results 
of the study indicated that the student demographic characteristics explained 
the greatest proportion of the variance in student performance in reading 
(67.2% elementary, 68.3% middle school) and mathematics (62.4% 
elementary, 64.5% middle school). However, a statistically significant amount 
of the variation in reading (9.8% elementary, 1.6% middle school) and 
mathematics achievement (10.8% elementary, 7.4% mathematics) was 
explained by characteristics related to teacher certification. Though the 
authors acknowledged that the proportions of variance explained by teacher 
certification are relatively small compared to the explanatory power of the 
student demographic characteristics, they contend that the effect of teacher 
certification on student achievement should be explored further.  
Goldhaber and Anthony (2003) indicated that in response to 
nationwide teacher shortages, 44 of the 50 states had established alternate 
teacher certification programs. The state of Mississippi is no exception. 
Mississippi’s Alternate Path of Quality Teachers (n.d.) indicated that the 




Certification program are: (a) a bachelor’s degree from an accredited 
institution, (b) a minimum grade point average of 2.0 (if graduated more than 
seven years prior to program entry) or a minimum grade point average of 
2.50 in the major area of study (if graduated seven or less years  prior to 
program entry), (c) a passing score on the Praxis I (Pre-Professional Skills 
Assessment ), and (d) a passing score on the Praxis II (Specialty Area Test) in 
the area of endorsement or a score within one standard deviation from the 
national average. Once admitted to the Mississippi Alternate Path of Quality 
Teachers (MAPQT), these individuals are granted One-Year Certification, 
which allows them to teach in any public school in Mississippi for one full 
school year. Prior to the beginning of the first school year, program 
participants must complete 90 professional development practicum hours 
during a three week period during the summer. These training sessions are 
offered by several regional institutions of higher learning and address 
instructional, managerial, legal, and data analysis techniques. Additionally, 
program participants must submit proper documentation to the Mississippi 
Department of Education, including : a completed licensure application, 
complete official transcripts, original copies of Praxis scores, a certificate of 
completion of the MAPQT program, and a letter from a school district to 
substantiate employment. Individuals completing the first year of the






Mississippi Educator’s License, contingent upon completion of each 
requirement. 
Additionally, veteran teachers not meeting NCLB’s requirements for 
“highly qualified” teachers and pursuing the appropriate subject endorsement 
are also classified as One-Year Alternate Route (Experienced) teachers, but 
are not delineated from the traditional alternate route teachers for purposes 
of the Mississippi Report Card 2003-2004. In order for teachers with previous 
experience to obtain full certification, they must either complete (a) 21 hours 
of subject area college coursework or (b) earn a passing score on the Praxis II 
Subject Area Test in the area of certification, (c) obtain a master’s degree or 
higher in the subject area, or (d) earn National Board Certification in the 
specified subject area (Mississippi Department of Education, 2005).  
Previous research indicated that teacher certification can impact the 
academic achievement of students (Goldhaber & Brewer, 1999; Laczko-Kerr 
& Berliner, 2003; Darling-Hammond, 2003). Additionally, the attainment of 
AYP is directly influenced by the performance of students on state 
accountability measures, which serve as indicators of academic success. 
Therefore the relationship between the attainment of AYP and one-year 
teacher certification in the state of Mississippi should be explored.  
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research is to determine if the variables included in
the Mississippi Report Card 2003-2004 utilized for the calculation of AYP can 
be used to predict with accuracy greater than that which can be attributed to 
chance, whether or not Mississippi LEAs will attain adequate yearly progress 
in reading and math using the logistic regression technique. An additional 
goal of this study is to identify whether the inclusion of an additional variable 
pertaining to the proportion of teachers in each Mississippi LEA with a one-
year teaching certificate can notably enhance the explanatory power of the 
logistic regression models.  
Research Questions 
The current study will be conducted to answer the following research 
questions: 
Research Question 1: Can variables (included in the Mississippi Report Card 
2003-2004) required for the calculation of adequate yearly progress be used to 
successfully predict Adequate Yearly Progress using the Logistic Regression 
technique with an accuracy greater than that which can be attributed to 
chance? 
Research Question 2: Could the addition of another predictor variable 
(Percentage of Teachers with One-Year Educator Licenses) notably add to the 





Justification of the Study 
This study is related to previous research in that it seeks to add to the 
existing general knowledge base associated with adequate yearly progress
(Hall et al., 2003). However, research related to this topic has generally been 
conducted for the purpose of investigating the implications, implementation 
issues, and measurement techniques using Multiple Linear Regression 
(Mississippi Department of Education, 2004). Additionally, because this 
initiative was implemented fairly recently, the research pertaining to the 
element of AYP is far from complete. No empirical studies have been 
conducted to determine whether reading and/or math AYP could be predicted 
for LEAs using metric variables related to the characteristics of school 
districts used in the calculation of AYP to predict a dichotomous variable (not 
attaining AYP, attaining AYP) using the logistic regression technique. The 
results of this research could benefit Mississippi LEAs by providing a 
proactive measure for the prediction of AYP in reading and math. School 
districts could utilize this preliminary information as a basis for the 
establishment of remedial academic programs, intensive professional 
development workshops, or the adoption of appropriate comprehensive school 
reform models. 
For this study, statistical techniques will be utilized to determine if 










correspond the variables used to calculate AYP) can be used to predict with 
an accuracy greater than that which can be attributed to chance, whether or 
not Mississippi Local Education Agencies (LEAs) will attain AYP in reading 
and math. 
Limitations 
The sample for the study is limited to school districts in the state of 
Mississippi, and does not include school districts from any other region in the 
United States. Therefore, the results of this study should not be generalized 
to other states. 
Because the administration of an instrument to human subjects does 
not occur during the course of the research, several threats to internal 
validity are avoided. However, the possibility of some degree of threat to the 
study’s internal validity is introduced through the characteristics of the 
subjects (Mississippi School Districts). According to the United States 
Department of Education (2004), “The states with the largest percentage of 
minority students are California, Hawaii, Louisiana, Mississippi, New 
Mexico, and Texas” (p.7). Thus, the results of the study would not be 
generalizable to states with differing proportions of students.  









The purpose of this research was to determine if the variables included 
in the Mississippi Report Card 2003-2004 utilized for the calculation of AYP 
could be used to predict with accuracy greater than that which can be 
attributed to chance, whether or not Mississippi LEAs will attain adequate 
yearly progress in reading and math using the logistic regression technique. 
An additional goal of this study was to identify whether the inclusion of an
additional variable pertaining to the proportion of teachers in each 
Mississippi LEA with a one year teaching certificate could notably enhance 
the explanatory power of the logistic regression models. The findings of this 
research will add to the existing literature associated with the prediction of
AYP. The final logistic regression models resulting from this study could 
assist educational leaders with information conducive to the proactive 
identification of districts at risk of not attaining AYP and the subsequent 
implementation of initial or supplementary methods of reform. In this 
chapter, information pertaining to the research design of the study, 










of the research, procedures employed during the study, and data analysis 
techniques used to interpret the data will be described. 
Research Design 
Intact datasets associated with AYP status of each LEA in Mississippi
(in the form of the Mississippi Statewide Accountability System: 2004 Results) 
were obtained from the Mississippi Department of Education Office of
Statistics and Research. Additionally, variables pertaining to each school 
district in the state included in the Mississippi Report Card 2003-2004 and 
necessary for the calculation of AYP were utilized for this study (Mississippi 
Department of Education, 2005). The data were analyzed using the Logistic 
Regression technique using the following predictor variables: (a) % of
students from each gender and racial subgroup scoring at or above the 
“proficient” level for grades 2-8 in reading and math, (b) Attendance as a % 
Enrollment, and (d) Graduation rate. A second logistic regression analysis 
was conducted using the additional predictor variable (percentage of teachers 
with one year educator licenses) to ascertain whether or not the inclusion of 
this variable notably adds to the explanatory power of the model.  
Characteristics of Mississippi School Districts 
According to the Mississippi Department of Education (2003), there are 
152 public local education agencies in the State of Mississippi. Three of these 




based on county divisions, and 81 are considered separate school districts 
(within counties but disconnected from the county school districts). 
Additionally, there are 440 elementary schools (K-8), 130 secondary schools 
(7-12), 306 K-12 combined schools, 62 alternative schools, 88 vocational 
schools, and 21 special needs schools, for a total of 1,047 public schools in the 
state of Mississippi.  
The Mississippi Department of Education (2003) further indicates that 
as of 2003, the total student enrollment for the state was 491,622. 
Additionally, a total of 32,925 teachers are employed by the state of 
Mississippi, earning estimated average salaries of $35,135. Approximately 
53% of teachers employed by Mississippi LEAs have a Bachelor’s degree, 
40.83% have Master’s degrees, 3.78% have Specialist degrees, and 0.79% 
have Doctoral degrees. Additionally, less than 1% (0.84%) of Mississippi 
educators are considered substitute teachers or have not earned a teaching 
certificate.
Mississippi public schools also receive the bulk of their annual funding 
from the state (54.3%), a substantial portion from local appropriations 
(30.2%), and the remaining 15.5% is provided by the federal government. The 
average daily expenditure (per pupil) in average daily attendance is $6,402 
(below the Southeast ADA of $7,258 and the National ADA of $8,383) 






Finally, the Mississippi Department of Education (2003) indicates that 
in 2003, 25,588 students completed high school with 23,703 receiving 
diplomas, 1,381 earning certificates, 432 completing GED requirements, and 
72 securing occupational diplomas.  
Procedures 
Prior to the data collection process, the researcher obtained approval 
for the study from the Institutional Review Board of Mississippi State 
University (see Appendix A). The researcher then downloaded the electronic 
data files associated with the Mississippi Report Card 2003-2004 and the 
Mississippi Statewide Accountability System: 2004 Results.  
Once the data have been obtained the researcher then entered all 
relevant information electronically into the Statistical Package for Social 
Sciences (SPSS) 13.0 Statistical Software Package. Specifically, all 
information pertaining to each LEA (percent students from each gender and 
racial subgroup scoring at or above the “proficient” level for grades 2-8 in 
reading and math, attendance as a percent of enrollment, graduation rate, 
percent of teachers with one-year educator licenses, attainment of AYP-
reading, and attainment of AYP-math) was input into the program for 
analysis. Prior to conducting the logistic regression analyses, the data was 
randomly divided into the analysis sample (50% of the cases) and the holdout 





available through SPSS 13.0. Additionally, each of the 149 Mississippi LEAs 
used in these analyses will be represented by a case number.  
Data Analysis 
The datasets were analyzed using SPSS 13.0. The first research 
question to be addressed is: Can variables included in the Mississippi Report 
Card (2003-2004) required for the calculation of Adequate Yearly Progress be 
used to successfully predict Adequate Yearly Progress using the Logistic 
Regression technique with an accuracy greater than that which can be 
attributed to chance? To address this research question, the researcher 
selected variables for inclusion in the initial logistic regression analyses 
based on guidelines for the calculation of AYP included in the No Child Left 
Behind Act (2001) and Mississippi Statewide Accountability System, a 
publication of the Mississippi Department of Education (2004). The results of 
this analysis indicated whether or not it is possible to predict, with accuracy 
greater than that which can be attributed to chance, if Mississippi LEAs will 
meet AYP reading and math guidelines using the previously-mentioned 
predictor variables. For purposes of the first component of the data analysis, 
two separate logistic regression analyses were conducted in order to predict 
each LEA’s attainment of AYP in reading and AYP in math. The independent 
(predictor) variables that were utilized in the first analysis are as follows: 
percent students from each gender and racial subgroup scoring at or above 
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the “proficient” level for grades 2-8 in reading and math, attendance as a 
percent of enrollment, graduation rate. Each of the independent variables is 
classified as a metric variable, meaning that the data associated with each is 
recorded in continuous, numeric form. The dependent variables in the first 
pair of analyses are: AYP attainment-reading and AYP attainment-math. 
 The second research question that was addressed is: Could the 
addition of another predictor variable (percentage of teachers with one year 
educator licenses) notably add to the predictive accuracy of the model? To 
address this research question, an additional variable (percentage of teachers 
with one year educator licenses) was entered into a second pair logistic 
regression analyses to determine if the introduction of the supplementary 
variable will notably increase the predictive power of the model. The 
theoretical basis for the inclusion of this variable is derived from previous 
research indicative of the impact of certified teachers on student 
achievement. The dependent variables utilized in each regression analysis 
(AYP attainment in reading and AYP attainment in math) are dichotomous, 
and will be coded using (0) did not attain AYP (1) attained AYP. The 
variables utilized for the two logistic regression analyses comprising the 
second component of the comprehensive data analysis contained dependent 
and independent variables identical to the initial regression analyses with 










The purpose of this study was to determine if the variables included in 
the Mississippi Report Card 2003-2004 utilized for the calculation of AYP 
(Adequate Yearly Progress) could be used to predict whether LEAs (Local 
Education Agencies) in Mississippi will attain AYP in reading and math 
using the logistic regression technique. A secondary purpose of this research 
is to ascertain if the inclusion of a variable denoting the percentage of 
teachers with one-year educator licenses would notably enhance the 
explanatory power of the regression models, which represents the impact of 
the proportion of teachers with one-year educator licenses on a district’s 
likelihood of attaining AYP. The data were obtained from the Mississippi 
Department of Education website in the form of publicly-available datasets 
(specifically the Mississippi Report Card 2003-2004 and the Mississippi 
Accountability System: 2004 Results). The first component of this chapter 
will present the following descriptive statistics for each Mississippi LEA: (a) 















percentage of teachers with one-year-educator licenses, (d) graduation rate, 
and (e) the percent of children from the Black and White ethnic subgroups 
scoring at or above the “Proficient” level on the Mississippi Curriculum Test 
in Reading and Math in grades 2-8. The second and third components of this 
chapter will describe the results of the logistic regression analyses. 
Descriptive Statistics 
Descriptive Statistics of the Dependent Variables 
The dependent variables of interest in this study were the statewide 
LEA measurements of AYP attainment in reading and AYP math. Of the 149 
Mississippi LEAs, 59.1% did not attain AYP in reading. Additionally, 48.3% 
of Mississippi LEAs did not attain AYP in math. These statistics reveal the 
critical need for a predictive diagnostic model for AYP in reading and math so 
that proactive measures such as remedial academic programs, intensive 
professional development workshops, or the adoption of appropriate 
comprehensive school reform models can be implemented to increase the 
likelihood that LEAs will meet federal standards. The descriptive statistics 
for these variables are presented in Tables 1 and 2. 
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Table 1 
AYP Reading Attainment by Mississippi LEA 
Frequency Percent 
AYP Not attained 88 59.1 
AYP Attained 61 40.9 
Total 149 100.0 
Table 2 
AYP Math Attainment by Mississippi LEA 
Frequency Percent 
AYP Not 
attained 72 48.3 























Descriptive Statistics of the Independent Variables 
The reporting process outlined in the accountability requirements 
associated with NCLB requires that the public release of school wide and 
district wide proficiency percentages is limited to only those ethnic subgroups 
with samples that are (a) large enough for accurate statistical comparison to 
other subgroups and (b) large enough so that the proficiency levels of 
individual students cannot be identified. In Mississippi, the only subgroup 
proficiency percentages that were reported in the majority of LEAs were 
those of African-American (Black) and Caucasian (White) students. Thus, 
these were the subgroups included for statistical analysis. Additionally, there 
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were minimal occurrences when the proficiency percentages of students from 
these two subgroups could not be reported due to the low number enrolled or 
homogeneity of the student population. To address this issue, unreported 
scores were replaced with the series mean, one technique suggested by Hair, 
Anderson, Tatham, and Black (1998). 
The following variables were used to predict AYP in reading and math 
for the 149 Mississippi LEAs by using the logistic regression technique: (a) 
attendance as a percentage of enrollment, (b) graduation rate, (c) percentage 
of teachers with one-year educator licenses, and the percentages of Black and 
White students scoring at or above the proficient level on the Mississippi 
Curriculum Test in grades 2 -8. An inspection of the minimum and maximum 
scores for each variable substantiates the extreme variability of  academic 
success, proportion of teachers with one-year educator licenses, and the 
percentage of students completing state mandated requirements for 
secondary education that exist within Mississippi LEAs. For example, the 
graduation rate for Mississippi LEAs ranges from 53.4% to 100% and the 
percentage of teachers with one-year educator licenses ranges from 0% to 
29%. However, the widest range of variability is found within the variables 
denoting the proficiency levels for students in the two ethnic subgroups in 
each grade. For instance, the average percentage of Black students scoring at 
the “proficient” level in reading in second grade is 80.8, while the average 




































grade is 91.4. Additionally, the average percentage of Black students scoring 
at the “proficient” level in reading in eighth grade is 42.9, while the average 
percentage of White students scoring at the proficient level for in eighth 





















Descriptive Statistics of the Independent Variables 
Variable N Min. Max. Mean 
Std. 
Deviation 
Attendance as a percentage of 
enrollment 149 93.60 99.78 96.4964 .98472 
Percentage of teachers with one-
year educator licenses 149 .00 29.00 7.0719 5.18330 
Graduation Rate 149 53.64 100.00 83.6645 7.87560 
Reading_2_Black 149 56.00 96.00 80.8341 9.06131 
Reading_2_White 149 53.00 96.00 91.4821 5.40143 
Math_2_Black 149 58.00 96.00 86.7007 6.76778 
Math_2_White 149 65.00 96.00 94.1667 3.77566 
Reading_3_Black 149 43.00 96.00 77.4483 9.76890 
Reading_3_White 149 60.00 96.00 92.1034 4.50132 
Math_3_Black 149 59.00 96.00 87.5833 7.34249 
Math_3_White 149 68.00 96.00 94.3846 3.35480 
Reading_4_Black 149 53.00 96.00 82.2945 9.62904 
Reading_4_White 149 64.00 96.00 93.8103 3.55443 
Math_4_Black 149 23.00 96.00 69.3724 13.48871 
Math_4_White 149 59.00 96.00 89.8435 5.78277 
Reading_5_Black 149 26.00 96.00 78.2361 10.32446 
Reading_5_White 149 64.00 96.00 92.9211 4.88813 
Math_5_Black 149 21.00 93.00 54.5625 13.61424 
Math_5_White 149 37.00 96.00 82.4348 9.17630 
Reading_6_Black 149 33.00 96.00 66.8056 12.05185 
Reading_6_White 149 25.00 96.00 88.0435 7.59747 
Math_6_Black 149 27.00 96.00 59.7203 12.71698 
Math_6_White 149 30.00 96.00 83.2783 8.94015 
Reading_7_Black 149 25.00 81.00 48.3636 11.59657 
Reading_7_White 149 30.00 96.00 77.4957 8.44247 
Math_7_Black 149 8.00 75.00 38.9225 13.03430 
Math_7_White 149 29.00 96.00 70.0877 10.20239 
Reading_8_Black 149 15.00 75.00 42.9296 10.32489 
Reading_8_White 149 23.00 93.00 77.7589 8.38132 
Math_8_Black 149 14.00 82.00 44.1489 13.27767 
Math_8_White 149 33.00 95.00 74.2589 9.82945 
Note: All descriptive statistics are expressed for Mississippi LEAs. Attendance as a percentage of enrollment = first 
month’s average daily attendance divided by the end of the first month’s enrollment; Percentage of teachers with
one-year educator licenses = number of one-year educator licenses; Graduation rate = number of graduates divided 
by the number of 9th grade students four years earlier. Percentages scoring “proficient” and above are expressed for 
the Black and White ethnic subgroups for each grade (2-8) in reading and math. Percentages < 04 are expressed as 






Results of the Logistic Regression Analyses
The dataset utilized for purposes of this research was appropriate for 
use with the logistic regression technique, according to the guidelines set 
forth by Hair, et al. (1998). First, the dependent is a dichotomous, categorical 
variable, and the independent variables are metric. Additionally, the ratio of 
the sample exceeds the minimum suggested ratio of 5 observations to every 
independent variable. The ratio for this dataset is approximately 6.5 
observations to each independent variable. Finally, the original sample 
contained a sufficient number of cases for obtaining an analysis and a 
holdout sample for the purpose of model validation. Prior to conducting the 
logistic regression analyses, the data were randomly divided into the original 
sample (50% of the cases) and the holdout sample (the remaining 50% of the
cases) using the “Split File” subcommand available through SPSS 13.0.  
The data used for this study conforms to all assumptions associated 
with the logistic regression technique: (a) independence of observations (b) 
population with dependent (dichotomous) variable scores representing both 
categories and (c) that the linear function of the independent variables 
included in the model represents the log-odds(probability) of an event, 
represented by the dependent variable (Morse, 2005). First, independence of 
observations is assumed because the scores on each of the variables represent 
a measurement of a singular LEA. Second, scores on the dependent variables 









previously (59.1% did not attain AYP in reading and 48.3% did not attain 
AYP in math). Finally, the logistic regression technique is constructed so that 
the independent variables included in the model represent the log odds 
(probability) of an event (Hair, et al., 1998).  
Research Question 1
Research Question 1: Can variables included in the Mississippi Report Card 
2003-2004 required for the calculation of AYP be used to successfully predict 
AYP in reading and math using the logistic regression technique with an
accuracy greater than that which can be attributed to chance?  
To address this research question, two separate logistic regression 
analyses were applied to the original sample (Hair, et al., 1998) to determine 
the predictive power of variables presently used to calculate AYP in reading 
and math. The findings of these analyses indicate that AYP in reading and 
math can be predicted with an accuracy greater than chance using the 
previously mentioned variables used to calculate AYP. 
Using the “Enter” logistic regression method, in which all variables are 
entered into the model simultaneously (Hair, et al., 1998), the variables 
which exhibited the most influence over whether LEAs will attain AYP in 
reading are: attendance per enrollment and reading scores of students in the 





For purposes of this study, the log odds of the regression coefficients 
(represented by exp B in Table 2) will be interpreted in order to provide a 
practical interpretation of the regression coefficients. The variable attendance 
per enrollment has an odds ratio of 1.588. This indicates that with all other 
variables held constant (statistically controlled for), for every unit change in 
this variable the odds that a LEA will attain AYP increase by approximately 
59%. In simple terms, when variables are held constant in logistic regression, 
statistical control is implemented by controlling for differences in the other 
variables in the model. In this case, holding all other variables constant 
(controlling for differences) including graduation rate and the percentages of 
students from both ethnic subgroups in each grade, the likelihood that a LEA 
will attain AYP increases by 59%. Additionally, the variable 
Reading_3_White (which represents the reading scores of students in grade 3 
in the white ethnic subgroup) has an odds ratio of 1.375, which indicates that
with all other variables held constant, for every unit change in this variable 
the odds that a LEA will attain AYP increase by approximately 38%. Finally, 
the variable Reading_5_White (which represents the reading scores of 
students in grade 5 in the white ethnic subgroup) has an odds ratio of 1.134, 
which indicates that with all other variables held constant, for every unit 
change in this variable the odds that a LEA will attain AYP increase by 
approximately 14%. However, as evidenced by the Wald statistic, which













that the odds ratio does not change and the probability is not affected)” (Hair 
et al., 1998, p. 281), the only coefficient of the variables most impacting the 
dependent variable that is statistically significant from zero at an alpha level 
of .05, therefore changing the probability of the dependent variable is 
Reading_3_White (Wald x 2 = 4.494, p=.036). A complete listing of the results 
of the logistic regression model can be found in Table 4. 
Table 4 
Logistic Regression Results of the Prediction of AYP Reading (RQ1) 
Independent Variables B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Attendance as a 
percentage of
enrollment
.462 .396 1.360 1 .243 1.588 
Graduation Rate .030 .038 .614 1 .433 1.030 
Reading_2_Black -.087 .047 3.431 1 .064 .917 
Reading_2_White -.046 .067 .461 1 .497 .955 
Reading_3_Black .022 .035 .399 1 .527 1.023 
Reading_3_White .318 .152 4.394 1 .036* 1.375 
Reading_4_Black .000 .047 .000 1 .992 1.000 
Reading_4_White -.038 .146 .068 1 .794 .963 
Reading_5_Black .021 .045 .216 1 .642 1.021 
Reading_5_White .125 .155 .656 1 .418 1.134 
Reading_6_Black -.018 .035 .259 1 .611 .982 
Reading_6_White -.003 .064 .002 1 .968 .997 
Reading_7_Black .030 .038 .625 1 .429 1.031 
Reading_7_White .031 .057 .301 1 .583 1.032 
Reading_8_Black -.009 .045 .042 1 .837 .991 
Reading_8_White -.090 .067 1.835 1 .176 .914 
Constant -72.251 40.772 3.140 1 .076 .000 
* p <.05 
Note: All descriptive statistics are expressed for Mississippi LEAs. Attendance as a percentage of enrollment = first 
month’s average daily attendance divided by the end of the first month’s enrollment; Graduation rate = number of
graduates divided by the number of 9th grade students four years earlier. Percentages scoring “proficient” and above
are expressed for the Black and White ethnic subgroups for each grade (2-8) in reading. Percentages < 04 are 












Table 4 includes each independent variable utilized for the first 
regression analysis, in which AYP-Reading was the dependent variable, as 
well as the logistic regression coefficients (B), the standard error of each 
coefficient (S.E.), the Wald Statistic as well as the degrees of freedom (df) and 
significance levels (Sig.) associated with each variable, and the odds ratios of 
each coefficient (Exp B). Logistic regression coefficients (logits) “coefficients 
that act as the weighting factor for the independent variables in relation to
their discriminatory power” (Hair, et al., 1998, p. 242).  However, these 
coefficients are not particularly meaningful independently, though the 
greater the logistic regression coefficient, the more powerful the variable. 
Furthermore, positive coefficients increase the probability of the dependent 
variable (AYP-Reading) and negative coefficients decrease the probability of 
the dependent variable. For example, the logistic coefficient of the variable 
Attendance as a percentage of enrollment is β = .462, and the logistic 
coefficient for Graduation rate is β = .030. These coefficients directly 
correspond to the odds ratios, and therefore are direct influences on the odds 
of AYP-Reading attainment. For this reason, the odds ratio (which will be
discussed subsequently) of each coefficient (Exp B) should be interpreted for 
practical purposes. The standard error of each coefficient (S.E.) is “the 






coefficients)” (Hair, et al., 1998, p.182). Essentially, this term estimates the 
degree to which the coefficients are representative of the population (if a
sample is used). However, because this study involved all Mississippi LEAs, 
this statistics is not useful because the “sample” is perfectly representative of 
the population, because the “sample” is, in fact, the population (Hair, et al., 
1998). The Wald Statistic (Wald) as well as the degrees of freedom (df) and 
the associated significance levels (Sig.) is a chi-square test that evaluates 
“that the coefficient is different from zero (zero means that the odds ratio
does not change and the probability is not affected)” (Hair, et al., 1998, p. 
281). As stated previously, of the variables most impacting the likelihood of 
attaining AYP-Reading, the coefficient associated with Reading_3_White is 
the only coefficient that is statistically significant from zero at an alpha level 
of .05. This indicated that this variable significantly affects the probability of 
the AYP attainment. Finally, the odds ratios of the logistic regression 
coefficients (Exp B), is “a comparison of the probability of an event to the
probability of the event not happening” (Hair, et al, 1998, p.242). These terms 
are particularly beneficial for practical interpretation of the logistic 
coefficients in that they express a percent increase (or decrease) in odds 
(likelihood). For example, the odds ratio of the variable Attendance as a 
percentage of enrollment is 1.588, which indicates that as attendance in a 
LEA increases, the odds of AYP – Reading attainment increase by about 59%, 









    
 
    






An omnibus test of the overall model coefficients was not statistically 
significant [x 2 = (16, 148) = 18.728, p = .283], which indicates that the 
independent variables included in the model did not cooperatively 
differentiate LEAs that would attain AYP and those that would not. 
However, the classification table for the model revealed that 73.6 % of the
LEAs were categorized correctly. Additionally, according to the Cox & Snell R 
Square (which provides a measurement of overall model fit); the overall 
model explains about 23% of the variation in the dependent variable. Table 5 
presents the detailed classification table. 
Table 5 





















Finally, Hair, et al. (1998) recommend the calculation of Press’s Q 
Statistic, which “compares the number of correct classifications with the total 





















compared to the chi-square critical value for 1 degree of freedom to determine 
statistical significance. The Press’s Q statistic associated with this model is
12.81, which is statistically significant at an alpha level of .01 (critical value 
is 6.63). This indicates that the predictions associated with this model are
significantly greater than chance. Figure 1 presents the calculations for the 
Press’s Q statistic associated with this model.
Press’s Q = [N – (nK)]2 = [75 – (53 * 2)]2 = 12.81 
        N (K-1)    75 (2-1) 













For purposes of model validation, a logistic regression analysis using 
the same variables was applied to the holdout sample. In comparison to the 
initial model, the logistic regression model using the holdout sample had a 
classification accuracy of 69.8%, similar to that of the original sample 
(73.6%). Additionally, the variables that exhibited the most influence over 
whether LEAs attained AYP in reading are the reading scores of students in 
grades 6 and 4 from the white ethnic subgroup and attendance per 
enrollment, respectively. These results are similar to those of the original 
sample, in which attendance per enrollment and reading scores of students in 
the white ethnic subgroup in grades 3 and 5 contributed most to the 
probability of whether an LEA would attain AYP in reading. A complete 
listing of variable contributions to the logistic regression model associated 
















Logistic Regression Results of the Prediction of AYP Reading (RQ1) 
(Validation) 
Variable B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Attendance as a 
percentage of
enrollment
.180 .452 .159 1 .690 1.198 
Graduation Rate .126 .092 1.884 1 .170 1.134 
Reading_2_Black -.166 .098 2.874 1 .090 .847 
Reading_2_White -.228 .170 1.791 1 .181 .796 
Reading_3_Black .066 .081 .654 1 .419 1.068 
Reading_3_White .044 .155 .081 1 .775 1.045 
Reading_4_Black .102 .111 .840 1 .359 1.107 
Reading_4_White .461 .360 1.639 1 .200 1.585 
Reading_5_Black .030 .082 .131 1 .718 1.030 
Reading_5_White -.241 .253 .904 1 .342 .786 
Reading_6_Black -.095 .060 2.502 1 .114 .909 
Reading_6_White .520 .182 8.166 1 .004* 1.683 
Reading_7_Black -.015 .057 .068 1 .795 .985 
Reading_7_White -.050 .090 .305 1 .580 .952 
Reading_8_Black .153 .093 2.701 1 .100 1.166 
Reading_8_White -.190 .092 4.314 1 .038* .827 
Constant -62.416 48.028 1.689 1 .194 .000 
* p<.05. 
Note: All descriptive statistics are expressed for Mississippi LEAs. Attendance as a percentage of enrollment = first 
month’s average daily attendance divided by the end of the first month’s enrollment; Graduation rate = number of
graduates divided by the number of 9th grade students four years earlier. Percentages scoring “proficient” and above
are expressed for the Black and White ethnic subgroups for each grade (2-8) in reading. Percentages < 04 are 
expressed as 04 and percentages > 96 are expressed as 96 to ensure student confidentiality.
A comparison of the results of the regression analyses of the original 
and the holdout samples reveal a number of similarities in the area of 
variable contributions. In the models derived for both samples, the three 
variables with the most influence over whether a district will attain AYP are 









   
 
  




students (grades 3 and 5 in the original sample and grades 4 and 6 in the
holdout sample).  It should be noted, however, that the magnitude of the
contributions of the most influential variables varies from model to model. A 
comparison of the results from both analyses is presented in Table 7.  
Table 7 
Comparison of Original Sample and Holdout Sample Regression Analyses- 















Attendance as a 
percentage of
enrollment
.462 .243 1.588 .180 .690 1.198 
Graduation Rate .030 .433 1.030 .126 .170 1.134 
Reading_2_Black -.087 .064 .917 -.166 .090 .847 
Reading_2_White -.046 .497 .955 -.228 .181 .796 
Reading_3_Black .022 .527 1.023 .066 .419 1.068 
Reading_3_White .318 .036* 1.375 .044 .775 1.045 
Reading_4_Black .000 .992 1.000 .102 .359 1.107 
Reading_4_White -.038 .794 .963 .461 .200 1.585 
Reading_5_Black .021 .642 1.021 .030 .718 1.030 
Reading_5_White .125 .418 1.134 -.241 .342 .786 
Reading_6_Black -.018 .611 .982 -.095 .114 .909 
Reading_6_White -.003 .968 .997 .520 .004* 1.683 
Reading_7_Black .030 .429 1.031 -.015 .795 .985 
Reading_7_White .031 .583 1.032 -.050 .580 .952 
Reading_8_Black -.009 .837 .991 .153 .100 1.166 
Reading_8_White -.090 .176 .914 -.190 .038* .827 
Constant -72.251 .076 .000 -62.416 .194 .000 
* p<.05. 
Note: All descriptive statistics are expressed for Mississippi LEAs. B(O) = Beta statistic (original sample); Sig. (O) = 
significance of Wald statistic (original sample); Exp (B) (O) = Log odds of Beta (original sample); B(H) = Beta 
statistic (holdout sample); Sig. (H) = significance of Wald statistic (holdout sample); Exp (B) (O) = Log odds of Beta 
(holdout sample); Attendance as a percentage of enrollment = first month’s average daily attendance divided by the
end of the first month’s enrollment; Graduation rate = number of graduates divided by the number of 9th grade
students four years earlier. Percentages scoring “proficient” and above are expressed for the Black and White ethnic 
subgroups for each grade (2-8) in reading. Percentages < 04 are expressed as 04 and percentages > 96 are expressed 






To address the second component of research question 1, a second 
logistic regression analysis was conducted. Once more the “Enter” method, in 
which all independent variables are entered into the model simultaneously, 
was utilized to determine the relative contribution of each variable to the
model. The results of this analysis indicated that the variables exerting the 
most influence on the dependent variable are: attendance per enrollment and 
the math scores of grades 8 and 5 in the white ethnic subgroup, respectively.  
For purposes of practical interpretation, the log odds of the regression 
coefficients (represented by exp B in Table 5) will be explained. Similar to the 
results of the first regression model, the variable attendance as a percentage 
of enrollment has an odds ratio of 2.036. This indicates that with all other 
variables held constant (controlling for differences), for every unit change in 
this variable the odds that a LEA’s will attain AYP increase by 
approximately 104%. Additionally, the variable Math_8_White (which 
represents the math scores of students in the white ethnic subgroup) has an 
odds ratio of 1.216, which denotes that with all other variables held constant, 
for every unit change in this variable the odds that a LEA’s will attain AYP 
increase by approximately 22%. Finally, the variable Math_5_White (which 
represents the math scores of students in the white ethnic subgroup) has an 
odds ratio of 1.101. This signifies that with all other variables held constant, 
for every unit change in this variable the odds that a LEA’s will attain AYP 





















dependent variable most considerably, only one is deemed statistically 
significant at an alpha level of .05 according to the Wald statistic. The 
variable Math_ 8_White (Wald x2= 5.799, p=.016) changes the probability of 
the dependent variable at a statistically significant level. A complete listing
of the contribution of each variable to the logistic regression model can be 
found in Table 8. 
Table 8 
Logistic Regression Results of the Prediction of AYP Math (RQ1) 
Variables B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp (B) 
Attendance as a 
percentage of
enrollment
.711 .483 2.163 1 .141 2.036 
Graduation Rate -.031 .048 .423 1 .516 .969 
Math_2_Black -.186 .072 6.555 1 .010* .831 
Math_2_White .086 .159 .296 1 .586 1.090 
Math_3_Black .073 .057 1.671 1 .196 1.076 
Math_3_White -.023 .131 .031 1 .860 .977 
Math_4_Black .017 .041 .178 1 .673 1.017 
Math_4_White -.008 .107 .005 1 .943 .992 
Math_5_Black -.089 .052 2.865 1 .091 .915 
Math_5_White .096 .071 1.810 1 .178 1.101 
Math_6_Black .004 .042 .011 1 .917 1.004 
Math_6_White -.020 .048 .173 1 .678 .980 
Math_7_Black .044 .045 .950 1 .330 1.045 
Math_7_White -.131 .069 3.566 1 .059 .877 
Math_8_Black .048 .041 1.383 1 .240 1.049 
Math_8_White .196 .081 5.799 1 .016* 1.216 
Constant -74.002 45.620 2.631 1 .105 .000 
* p <.05 
Note: All descriptive statistics are expressed for Mississippi LEAs. Attendance as a percentage of enrollment = first 
month’s average daily attendance divided by the end of the first month’s enrollment; Graduation rate = number of
graduates divided by the number of 9th grade students four years earlier. Percentages scoring “proficient” and above
are expressed for the Black and White ethnic subgroups for each grade (2-8) in math. Percentages < 04 are 







    
 
    






An omnibus test of the overall model coefficients was statistically 
significant [x2 = (16,148)= 35.001, p = .004], which signifies that the 
independent variables included in the model collectively differentiate LEAs 
that would attain AYP in math and those that would not. Furthermore, the 
classification table for the model indicated that 77.3 % of the LEAs were 
correctly classified. Additionally, the Cox & Snell R-Square statistic (which 
provides a measurement of overall model fit) indicates that approximately 
39% of the variation in the dependent variable is explained by the 
independent variables included in the model. Table 9 presents the detailed 
classification table. 
Table 9 





















Finally, the Press Q statistic (which denotes whether the classification 






22.41, which is statistically significant at an alpha level of .01 (critical value 
6.63). This indicates that the predictions associated with this model are 
significantly greater than chance.
In order to validate the model, a second logistic regression analysis 
was conducted using identical independent variables with the holdout 
sample. In comparison to the initial model, the classification accuracy of the 
validation model was 77.9%, which was similar to that of the original sample 
(77.3). However, the variables that contributed most considerably to changes 
in the dependent variable (attainment of AYP in math) were attendance per 
enrollment, and the math scores of students from both the white and black 
ethnic subgroups (respectively) in grade 3. These results share some 
similarities with those of the original sample in that the variable attendance 
per enrollment and the math scores of students in the white ethnic subgroup 
exerted the most influence over changes in the dependent variable. However, 
in a trend observed only in this sample (holdout), the scores of students in the 
black ethnic subgroup in grade 3 contribute the next highest influence to 
changes in the dependent variable. Possible explanations for this trend are 
evidenced by the descriptive statistics of the independent variables (Table 3). 
A visual inspection of the mean scores of each ethnic subgroup reveals that 
the mean math scores for students in the black subgroup are highest in grade 
























validation model. A complete listing of variable contributions to this logistic
regression model is presented in Table 10. 
Table 10 
Logistic Regression Results of the Prediction of AYP Math (RQ1)
(Validation) 
Variables B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Attendance as a 
percentage of
enrollment
.479 .312 2.358 1 .125 1.614 
Graduation Rate .063 .049 1.646 1 .199 1.065 
Math_2_Black -.013 .057 .050 1 .823 .987 
Math_2_White -.154 .150 1.054 1 .304 .858 
Math_3_Black .133 .067 3.917 1 .048* 1.142 
Math_3_White .149 .098 2.320 1 .128 1.161 
Math_4_Black -.067 .042 2.529 1 .112 .935 
Math_4_White .053 .099 .286 1 .593 1.054 
Math_5_Black .028 .036 .583 1 .445 1.028 
Math_5_White -.020 .056 .128 1 .721 .980 
Math_6_Black .005 .033 .022 1 .882 1.005 
Math_6_White .063 .064 .982 1 .322 1.065 
Math_7_Black -.004 .034 .013 1 .908 .996 
Math_7_White .049 .058 .725 1 .394 1.050 
Math_8_Black .057 .031 3.393 1 .065 1.059 
Math_8_White -.069 .053 1.704 1 .192 .934 
Constant -67.662 30.923 4.788 1 .029 .000 
* p <.05. 
Note: All descriptive statistics are expressed for Mississippi LEAs. Attendance as a percentage of enrollment = first 
month’s average daily attendance divided by the end of the first month’s enrollment; Graduation rate = number of
graduates divided by the number of 9th grade students four years earlier. Percentages scoring “proficient” and above
are expressed for the Black and White ethnic subgroups for each grade (2-8) in math. Percentages < 04 are 














When evaluating the results of the regression analyses of the original 
and the holdout samples some similarities are apparent. In the models 
derived for both samples, the variable influencing AYP- Math attainment 
most is attendance as a percentage of enrollment. Additionally, the second 
most influential contributors to AYP attainment in math are the math scores 
of white students in grade 5 (original sample) and grade 3 (holdout sample). 
However, in reference to the third most powerful variable the models diverge. 
In the model associated with the original sample, the math scores of White 
students in 2nd grade rank third in terms of influence, whereas in the model 
derived for the holdout sample, the math scores of Black students in 3rd grade 
are the third most influential. A comparison of the results from both analyses 












   
 
  











Comparison of Original Sample and Holdout Sample Regression Analyses- 














Attendance as a 
percentage of
enrollment
.711 .141 2.036 .479 .125 1.614 
Graduation Rate -.031 .516 .969 .063 .199 1.065 
Math_2_Black -.186 .010* .831 -.013 .823 .987 
Math_2_White .086 .586 1.090 -.154 .304 .858 
Math_3_Black .073 .196 1.076 .133 .048* 1.142 
Math_3_White -.023 .860 .977 .149 .128 1.161 
Math_4_Black .017 .673 1.017 -.067 .112 .935 
Math_4_White -.008 .943 .992 .053 .593 1.054 
Math_5_Black -.089 .091 .915 .028 .445 1.028 
Math_5_White .096 .178 1.101 -.020 .721 .980 
Math_6_Black .004 .917 1.004 .005 .882 1.005 
Math_6_White -.020 .678 .980 .063 .322 1.065 
Math_7_Black .044 .330 1.045 -.004 .908 .996 
Math_7_White -.131 .059 .877 .049 .394 1.050 
Math_8_Black .048 .240 1.049 .057 .065 1.059 
Math_8_White .196 .016* 1.216 -.069 .192 .934 
Constant -74.002 .105 .000 -67.662 .029 .000 
* p <.05. 
Note: All descriptive statistics are expressed for Mississippi LEAs. B(O) = Beta statistic (original sample); Sig. (O) = 
significance of Wald statistic (original sample); Exp (B) (O) = Log odds of Beta (original sample); B(H) = Beta 
statistic (holdout sample); Sig. (H) = significance of Wald statistic (holdout sample); Exp (B) (O) = Log odds of Beta 
(holdout sample); Attendance as a percentage of enrollment = first month’s average daily attendance divided by the
end of the first month’s enrollment; Graduation rate = number of graduates divided by the number of 9th grade
students four years earlier. Percentages scoring “proficient” and above are expressed for the Black and White ethnic 
subgroups for each grade (2-8) in math. Percentages < 04 are expressed as 04 and percentages > 96 are expressed as 






Summary of Research Question 1 
Research Question 1 involved the investigation of the prediction of 
AYP in reading and math for Mississippi LEAs, using the variables presently 
utilized for the calculation of AYP. The findings associated with this question 
suggested that the variables influencing whether a LEA will attain AYP in 
reading or math are: attendance per enrollment and the reading or math 
scores in grades 3 and 5 (reading) and grades 8 and 5 (math) of students in 
the white ethnic subgroup. Additionally, the models generated by the logistic 
regression analyses successfully classified the cases with an accuracy that is 
statistically greater to that which can be attributed to chance. 
Interpretations and Implications – Research Question 1 
To address the first variable attendance as a percentage of enrollment, 
the interpretation of the impact of the attendance rate on the attainment of 
AYP is simplistic: the higher the number of students in attendance, the more 
likely a LEA is to attain AYP. This is a sensible inference in that students 
must be in attendance in order to learn. Additionally, it can be inferred that 
the test scores from each grade and subgroup are related to attendance. The 
implication of this finding, which signified the critical role of student 
attendance in meeting state and federal accountability requirements, is that 
educational and governmental leaders should examine the odds ratios (which 







variable for each of the original derived models and determine the 
appropriateness of the current AYP calculations given the relevance of this 
variable determined during this study. 
 To address the second set of variables, the reading and math scores of 
the students from the White ethnic subgroup, the findings implied that LEAs 
with higher compositions of white students could have an advantage in the 
attainment of AYP in reading and math than LEAs composed primarily of 
minority students. 
Research Question 2
Research Question 2: Could the addition of another predictor variable 
(percentage of teachers with one-year educator licenses) notably add to the 
predictive accuracy of the model? 
The second research question was addressed in a manner similar to 
that of the first research question. Two separate logistic regression analyses 
(one predicting AYP in reading and one predicting AYP in math) were
conducted utilizing the same variables included in the initial analyses. 
However, a variable signifying the percentage of teachers with one-year 
teaching certificates was added to this set of analyses. 
 Using the “Enter” method of variable entry (in which all independent 
variables are simultaneously entered into the logistic regression model) to 






variables, in terms of their effects on the dependent variable (AYP reading) 
are: attendance per enrollment, and the reading scores of students in the 
white ethnic subgroup in grades 3 and 5. These general findings closely 
parallel the results of the first analysis of Research Question 1.
The variable attendance per enrollment has an odds ratio of 1.604, 
which indicates that with all other variables held constant (controlling for 
differences), for every unit change in this variable the odds that a LEA will 
attain AYP increase by approximately 60%. Additionally, the variable 
Reading_3_White (which represents the reading scores of students in the
white ethnic subgroup in grade 3) is 1.371, which signifies that with all other 
variables held constant, for every unit change in this variable the odds that a 
LEA will attain AYP increase by approximately 37%. Furthermore, the
variable Reading_5_White (which represents the reading scores of students in 
the white ethnic subgroup in grade 5) is 1.133, indicating that with all other 
variables held constant, for every unit change in this variable the odds that a 
LEA will attain AYP increase by approximately 13%. Finally, the variable 
per_one_year_licenses (representing the percentage of teachers employed in 
that LEA with one-year educator licenses) has an odds ratio of .976. This 
indicated that with all other variables held constant, for every unit change in 
this variable the odds that a LEA will attain AYP decrease by approximately 
2%. However, as evidenced by the Wald statistic (a test of a variable’s effects 















statistically significant from zero at an alpha level of .05 is Reading_3_White
(Wald x2 = 4.264, p = .039). A complete listing of the contribution of each 
variable to the logistic regression model is presented in Table 12. 
Table 12 
Logistic Regression Results of the Prediction of AYP Reading (RQ2) 
Variable B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Attendance as a 
percentage of
enrollment
.473 .398 1.411 1 .235 1.604 
Percentage of teachers 
with one-year
educator licenses 
-.024 .080 .089 1 .765 .976 
Graduation Rate .032 .039 .683 1 .408 1.033 
Reading_2_Black -.093 .051 3.324 1 .068 .912 
Reading_2_White -.040 .070 .330 1 .565 .961 
Reading_3_Black .023 .035 .420 1 .517 1.023 
Reading_3_White .316 .153 4.264 1 .039* 1.371 
Reading_4_Black -.005 .050 .009 1 .923 .995 
Reading_4_White -.037 .146 .064 1 .800 .964 
Reading_5_Black .017 .046 .139 1 .709 1.017 
Reading_5_White .125 .155 .652 1 .420 1.133 
Reading_6_Black -.017 .035 .230 1 .632 .983 
Reading_6_White -.008 .067 .015 1 .903 .992 
Reading_7_Black .032 .039 .684 1 .408 1.033 
Reading_7_White .029 .058 .253 1 .615 1.030 
Reading_8_Black -.007 .045 .027 1 .869 .993 
Reading_8_White -.090 .067 1.808 1 .179 .914 
Constant -72.173 40.755 3.136 1 .077 .000 
* p <.05 
Note: All descriptive statistics are expressed for Mississippi LEAs. Attendance as a percentage of enrollment = first 
month’s average daily attendance divided by the end of the first month’s enrollment; Percentage of teachers with
one-year educator licenses = number of one-year educator licenses; Graduation rate = number of graduates divided 
by the number of 9th grade students four years earlier. Percentages scoring “proficient” and above are expressed for 
the Black and White ethnic subgroups for each grade (2-8) in reading. Percentages < 04 are expressed as 04 and 







    
 
    





An omnibus test of the overall model coefficients was not statistically 
significant [x2 (16,148) = 18.818, p = .339], which indicated that the 
independent variables included in this model did not collectively differentiate 
LEAs that would attain AYP in reading from those that would not attain 
AYP in reading. However, the classification table for the model revealed that 
69.3 % of the LEAs were classified appropriately. Furthermore, the Cox & 
Snell R Square (which signifies overall model fit) indicated that 
approximately 23% of the variation is explained by this model. Table 13 
presents the classification table associated with this model. 
Table 13 





















Finally, the Press Q statistic (which denotes whether the classification 
accuracy of the model is better than chance) associated with this model is 










6.63). This indicates that the predictions associated with this model are 
significantly better than chance. 
For purposes of model validation, a logistic regression analysis using 
identical variables was conducted using the holdout sample. In comparison to 
the original model, the new model derived from the holdout sample had a 
classification accuracy of 75.3, which was slightly greater than that of the
original sample (69.3), but not vastly different, in that both models classified 
cases with accuracy greater than that which can be attributed to chance, as
evidenced by the Press’s Q statistics associated with both models. 
Additionally, the variables that exhibited the most influence on the 
dependent variable were attendance per enrollment and the reading scores of 
students in the white ethnic subgroup in grades 4 and 6, respectively. These 
results are exceedingly comparable to those of the original sample in that 
aside from attendance per enrollment, the scores impacting the dependent 
variable most substantially were those of students in the white ethnic 
subgroup. A complete listing of variable contributions to the logistic 


















Logistic Regression Results of the Prediction of AYP Reading (RQ2) 
(Validation) 
Variables B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Attendance as a 
percentage of
enrollment





-.041 .073 .317 1 .573 .960 
Graduation Rate .108 .061 3.181 1 .074 1.114 
Reading_2_Black -.059 .052 1.315 1 .251 .943 
Reading_2_White -.077 .088 .774 1 .379 .926 
Reading_3_Black .058 .056 1.081 1 .299 1.060 
Reading_3_White .106 .098 1.162 1 .281 1.112 
Reading_4_Black -.007 .057 .013 1 .908 .993 
Reading_4_White .386 .232 2.757 1 .097 1.471 
Reading_5_Black .071 .052 1.858 1 .173 1.074 
Reading_5_White -.403 .158 6.470 1 .011* .669 
Reading_6_Black -.062 .040 2.406 1 .121 .940 
Reading_6_White .334 .124 7.234 1 .007* 1.396 
Reading_7_Black .004 .040 .013 1 .911 1.004 
Reading_7_White -.024 .067 .129 1 .719 .976 
Reading_8_Black .072 .048 2.212 1 .137 1.075 
Reading_8_White -.123 .063 3.827 1 .050* .885 
Constant -56.570 38.051 2.210 1 .137 .000 
* p <.05. 
Note: All descriptive statistics are expressed for Mississippi LEAs. Attendance as a percentage of enrollment = first 
month’s average daily attendance divided by the end of the first month’s enrollment; Percentage of teachers with
one-year educator licenses = number of one-year educator licenses; Graduation rate = number of graduates divided 
by the number of 9th grade students four years earlier. Percentages scoring “proficient” and above are expressed for 
the Black and White ethnic subgroups for each grade (2-8) in reading. Percentages < 04 are expressed as 04 and 

















A comparison of the results of the regression analyses of the original 
and the holdout samples reveal a number of similarities in the area of 
variable contributions. In the models derived for both samples, the three 
variables with the most influence over whether a district will attain AYP-
Reading are attendance as a percentage of enrollment, and reading scores of 
white students (grades 3 and 5 in the original sample and grades 4 and 6 in 
the holdout sample).  It should be noted, however, that the magnitude of the 
contributions of the most influential variables varies from model to model. A 




   
 
  








Comparison of Original Sample and Holdout Sample Regression Analyses- 














Attendance as a 
percentage of
enrollment
.473 .235 1.604 .241 .469 1.273 
Percentage of teachers 
with one-year
educator licenses 
-.024 .765 .976 -.041 .573 .960 
Graduation Rate .032 .408 1.033 .108 .074 1.114 
Reading_2_Black -.093 .068 .912 -.059 .251 .943 
Reading_2_White -.040 .565 .961 -.077 .379 .926 
Reading_3_Black .023 .517 1.023 .058 .299 1.060 
Reading_3_White .316 .039* 1.371 .106 .281 1.112 
Reading_4_Black -.005 .923 .995 -.007 .908 .993 
Reading_4_White -.037 .800 .964 .386 .097 1.471 
Reading_5_Black .017 .709 1.017 .071 .173 1.074 
Reading_5_White .125 .420 1.133 -.403 .011* .669 
Reading_6_Black -.017 .632 .983 -.062 .121 .940 
Reading_6_White -.008 .903 .992 .334 .007* 1.396 
Reading_7_Black .032 .408 1.033 .004 .911 1.004 
Reading_7_White .029 .615 1.030 -.024 .719 .976 
Reading_8_Black -.007 .869 .993 .072 .137 1.075 
Reading_8_White -.090 .179 .914 -.123 .050* .885 
Constant -72.173 .077 .000 -56.570 .137 .000 
* p <.05. 
Note: All descriptive statistics are expressed for Mississippi LEAs. B(O) = Beta statistic (original sample); Sig. (O) = 
significance of Wald statistic (original sample); Exp (B) (O) = Log odds of Beta (original sample); B(H) = Beta 
statistic (holdout sample); Sig. (H) = significance of Wald statistic (holdout sample); Exp (B) (O) = Log odds of Beta 
(holdout sample); Attendance as a percentage of enrollment = first month’s average daily attendance divided by the
end of the first month’s enrollment; Graduation rate = number of graduates divided by the number of 9th grade
students four years earlier. Percentages scoring “proficient” and above are expressed for the Black and White ethnic 
subgroups for each grade (2-8) in reading. Percentages < 04 are expressed as 04 and percentages > 96 are expressed 







To complete the analyses necessary to address Research Question 2, a 
second logistic regression analysis was conducted. Once more the “Enter” 
method, in which all independent variables are entered into the model 
simultaneously, was utilized to ascertain the each variable’s impact on the 
dependent variable (AYP Math), and ultimately, the entire model. The 
results of this analysis indicated that the variables exerting the most 
influence on the dependent variable are: attendance per enrollment, the math 
scores of grades 8 and 5 in the white ethnic subgroup, respectively.  
For purposes of practical interpretation, the log odds of the regression 
coefficients (represented by exp B in Table 5) will be interpreted. Similar to 
the results of the first regression model, the variable attendance as a 
percentage of enrollment has an odds ratio of 2.040. This indicates that with 
all other variables held constant (controlling for differences), for every unit 
change in this variable the odds that a LEA will attain AYP increase by 
approximately 104%. Additionally, the variable Math_8_White (which 
represents the math scores of students in the white ethnic subgroup) has an 
odds ratio of 1.216, which denotes that with all other variables held constant, 
for every unit change in this variable the odds that a LEA will attain AYP 
increase by approximately 22%. Furthermore, the variable Math_5_White
(which represents the math scores of students in the white ethnic subgroup) 
has an odds ratio of 1.101. This signifies that with all other variables held 















attain AYP increase by approximately 10%. Finally, the variable 
per_one_year_licenses (representing the percentage of teachers employed in 
that LEA with one-year educator licenses) has an odds ratio of .960. This 
signified that with all other variables held constant, for every unit change in 
this variable the odds that a LEA will attain AYP decrease by approximately 
4%. However, of these variables impacting the dependent variable most 
considerably, only one is deemed statistically significant at an alpha level of 
.05 according to the Wald statistic. The variable Math_ 8_White (Wald x2= 
5.678, p=.017) changes the probability of the dependent variable at a 
statistically significant level. A complete listing of the contribution of each

























Logistic Regression Results of the Prediction of AYP Math (RQ2) 
Variables B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 
Attendance as a 
percentage of enrollment .713 .488 2.136 1 .144 2.040 
Percentage of teachers 
with one-year educator
licenses 
.002 .083 .001 1 .976 1.002 
Graduation Rate -.032 .049 .419 1 .518 .969 
Math_2_Black -.185 .074 6.269 1 .012* .831 
Math_2_White .087 .159 .296 1 .587 1.090 
Math_3_Black .073 .057 1.669 1 .196 1.076 
Math_3_White -.023 .131 .032 1 .858 .977 
Math_4_Black .018 .044 .158 1 .691 1.018 
Math_4_White -.008 .109 .006 1 .940 .992 
Math_5_Black -.089 .054 2.756 1 .097 .915 
Math_5_White .096 .071 1.807 1 .179 1.101 
Math_6_Black .004 .042 .011 1 .917 1.004 
Math_6_White -.020 .050 .160 1 .689 .980 
Math_7_Black .044 .047 .900 1 .343 1.045 
Math_7_White -.131 .070 3.524 1 .060 .877 
Math_8_Black .048 .041 1.356 1 .244 1.049 
Math_8_White .196 .082 5.678 1 .017* 1.216 
Constant -74.212 46.218 2.578 1 .108 .000 
* p < .05 
Note: All descriptive statistics are expressed for Mississippi LEAs. Attendance as a percentage of enrollment = first 
month’s average daily attendance divided by the end of the first month’s enrollment; Percentage of teachers with
one-year educator licenses = number of one-year educator licenses; Graduation rate = number of graduates divided 
by the number of 9th grade students four years earlier. Percentages scoring “proficient” and above are expressed for 
the Black and White ethnic subgroups for each grade (2-8) in math. Percentages < 04 are expressed as 04 and 








    
 
    




An omnibus test of the overall model coefficients was statistically 
significant [x2 = (16,148) = 35.001, p = .006], which signifies that the 
independent variables included in the model collectively differentiate LEAs 
that would attain AYP in math and those that would not. Additionally, the 
Cox & Snell R Square (which signifies overall model fit) indicated that 
approximately 39% of the variation is explained by this model. Furthermore, 
the classification table for the model indicated that 77.3 % of the LEAs were 
correctly classified. Table 17 presents the detailed classification table.  
Table 17 





















Finally, the Press Q statistic (which denotes whether the classification 
accuracy of the model is better than chance) associated with this model is 






6.63). This indicates that the predictions associated with this model are 
significantly better than chance. 
For purposes of model validation, a logistic regression analysis using 
identical variables was conducted using the holdout sample. In comparison to 
the original model, the new model derived from the holdout sample had a 
classification accuracy of 79.2 which was slightly more accurate than that of 
the original sample (77.3), but comparable, overall. Additionally, the 
variables that exhibited the most influence on the dependent variable were 
attendance per enrollment and the reading scores of students in the white 
and black ethnic subgroups in grade 3 respectively. These results are 
exceedingly comparable to those of the original sample in that aside from 
attendance per enrollment, the scores impacting the dependent variable most 
substantially were those of students in the white ethnic subgroup. These 
results are somewhat similar to those of the original sample. However, in a
trend noted only in the model derived for the holdout sample, the scores of
students in the black ethnic subgroup in grade 3 contribute the next highest 
influence to changes in the dependent variable. Possible explanations for this 
trend could are found in an examination of the descriptive statistics of the
independent variables (Table 1). A visual inspection of the mean scores of 
each ethnic subgroup reveals that the mean math scores for students in the 
Black subgroup are highest in grade 3. This could explain the greater 





















of variable contributions to the logistic regression model derived from the 
holdout sample is presented in Table 18.  
Table 18 
Logistic Regression Results of the Prediction of AYP Math (RQ2)
(Validation) 
Variables B S.E. Wald df Sig. 
Exp
(B) 
Attendance as a 
percentage of
enrollment





-.021 .062 .119 1 .730 .979 
Graduation Rate .058 .051 1.299 1 .254 1.060 
Math_2_Black -.015 .058 .067 1 .796 .985 
Math_2_White -.156 .151 1.062 1 .303 .856 
Math_3_Black .138 .069 3.975 1 .046* 1.148 
Math_3_White .148 .099 2.239 1 .135 1.160 
Math_4_Black -.068 .042 2.578 1 .108 .934 
Math_4_White .052 .100 .268 1 .605 1.053 
Math_5_Black .022 .040 .296 1 .586 1.022 
Math_5_White -.014 .058 .062 1 .804 .986 
Math_6_Black .003 .033 .008 1 .928 1.003 
Math_6_White .067 .065 1.055 1 .304 1.070 
Math_7_Black -.002 .035 .003 1 .954 .998 
Math_7_White .048 .058 .694 1 .405 1.049 
Math_8_Black .058 .031 3.468 1 .063 1.059 
Math_8_White -.070 .052 1.762 1 .184 .933 
Constant -67.756 31.121 4.740 1 .029* .000 
* p < .05 
Note: All descriptive statistics are expressed for Mississippi LEAs. Attendance as a percentage of enrollment = first 
month’s average daily attendance divided by the end of the first month’s enrollment; Percentage of teachers with
one-year educator licenses = number of one-year educator licenses; Graduation rate = number of graduates divided 
by the number of 9th grade students four years earlier. Percentages scoring “proficient” and above are expressed for 
the Black and White ethnic subgroups for each grade (2-8) in math. Percentages < 04 are expressed as 04 and 















An evaluation of the results of the regression analyses of the original 
and the holdout samples was conducted and some commonalities were 
identified. In the models derived for both samples, the variable influencing 
AYP- Math attainment most is attendance as a percentage of enrollment. 
Additionally, the second most influential contributors to AYP attainment in 
math are the math scores of white students in grade 8 (original sample) and 
grade 5 (holdout sample). However, in reference to the third most powerful
variable the models diverge. In the model associated with the original 
sample, the math scores of White students in 5th grade rank third in terms of 
influence, whereas in the model derived for the holdout sample, the math 
scores of Black students in 3rd grade are the third most influential. A 












   
 
  











Comparison of Original Sample and Holdout Sample Regression Analyses- 
AYP Math (RQ2) 
Variables B Sig. 
Exp
(B) B Sig. Exp(B) 
Attendance as a 
percentage of
enrollment





.002 .976 1.002 -.021 .730 .979 
Graduation Rate -.032 .518 .969 .058 .254 1.060 
Math_2_Black -.185 .012* .831 -.015 .796 .985 
Math_2_White .087 .587 1.090 -.156 .303 .856 
Math_3_Black .073 .196 1.076 .138 .046* 1.148 
Math_3_White -.023 .858 .977 .148 .135 1.160 
Math_4_Black .018 .691 1.018 -.068 .108 .934 
Math_4_White -.008 .940 .992 .052 .605 1.053 
Math_5_Black -.089 .097 .915 .022 .586 1.022 
Math_5_White .096 .179 1.101 -.014 .804 .986 
Math_6_Black .004 .917 1.004 .003 .928 1.003 
Math_6_White -.020 .689 .980 .067 .304 1.070 
Math_7_Black .044 .343 1.045 -.002 .954 .998 
Math_7_White -.131 .060 .877 .048 .405 1.049 
Math_8_Black .048 .244 1.049 .058 .063 1.059 
Math_8_White .196 .017* 1.216 -.070 .184 .933 
Constant -74.212 .108 .000 -67.756 .029* .000 
* p < .05 
Note: All descriptive statistics are expressed for Mississippi LEAs. B(O) = Beta statistic (original sample); Sig. (O) = 
significance of Wald statistic (original sample); Exp (B) (O) = Log odds of Beta (original sample); B(H) = Beta 
statistic (holdout sample); Sig. (H) = significance of Wald statistic (holdout sample); Exp (B) (O) = Log odds of Beta 
(holdout sample); Attendance as a percentage of enrollment = first month’s average daily attendance divided by the
end of the first month’s enrollment; Graduation rate = number of graduates divided by the number of 9th grade
students four years earlier. Percentages scoring “proficient” and above are expressed for the Black and White ethnic 
subgroups for each grade (2-8) in math. Percentages < 04 are expressed as 04 and percentages > 96 are expressed as 










Summary of Research Question 2 
Research Question 2 involved the investigation of whether the addition 
of an independent variable denoting the percentage of teachers employed in a 
LEA with one-year educator licenses could notably add to the predictive 
accuracy of the logistic regression models derived for Research Question 1.
The findings associated with this question suggested that the variables 
influencing whether a LEA will attain AYP in reading or math are: 
attendance per enrollment and the reading or math scores in grades 3 and 5 
(reading) and grades 8 and 5 (math) of students in the white ethnic subgroup, 
which parallel the findings of Research Question 1. Additionally, the models 
generated by the logistic regression analyses successfully classified the cases 
with an accuracy that is statistically greater to that which can be attributed 
to chance, as evidenced by Press’s Q statistic calculated for each model 
separately. 
Interpretations and Implications – Research Question 2 
The findings associated with Research Question 2 indicated that the 
predictive power of the model was not enhanced by the addition of the
variable per_one_year_licenses, as evidenced by the critical values calculated 
for Press’s Q Statistic for each regression analysis. In effect, the Press’s Q 
statistic calculated for the prediction of AYP in reading for Research Question 










classification accuracy. However, the Press’s Q statistic calculated for the 
prediction of AYP in math remained stable from Research Question 1 to 
Research Question 2.
The findings associated with Research Question 2 indicated that the 
predictive power of the model was not enhanced by the addition of the
variable per_one_year_licenses. However, as evidenced by the odds ratio of
this variable in both regression analyses associated with Research Question 
2, as the percentage of teachers with one year educator licenses increased, 
the probability of a LEA attaining AYP decreased slightly (2-4%). This 
substantiated the influence (albeit minor) of the employment of teachers with 
one year educator licenses, denoting in many cases, nontraditional (alternate) 
certification. An implication of this finding is that state and federal leaders 
should consider the influence of the employment of teachers with one-year 
educator licenses, and establish limits as to the number of teachers LEAs 
that have failed to attain AYP the previous year can employ. 
Chapter Summary 
The findings of this research could be utilized to assist educators, 
administrators, and educational leaders in the prediction of Mississippi LEAs 
attainment of AYP in reading and math. As evidenced by the results of the 
logistic regression analyses, the most powerful predictors of AYP are 




the White ethnic subgroup. The reading and math scores from the White 
ethnic subgroup exhibited more influence in the prediction of AYP in reading 
and math because the mean scores of this subgroup surpassed the scores of
students from the Black ethnic subgroup in each grade. These findings mirror 
the research of Hall, et al, (2003), which indicated that the size of the 
achievement gap among students of differing ethnic and socioeconomic 
groups is one of several factors influencing AYP attainment.  Specifically, the 
research of Hall, et al. , (2003) indicates that states with more pronounced 
inconsistencies in student achievement by ethnic subgroup “will likely 
identify more schools as not making AYP than states with smaller 
achievement gaps” (p.10). This is consistent with the findings of this research 
as evidenced through the descriptive statistics of the dependent variables, 
AYP in reading and math. As presented in Tables 1 and 2, 59.1% of LEAs did 
not attain AYP in reading and 48.3% did not attain AYP in math. 
The results of this research also revealed that the percentage of 
teachers with one-year educator licenses does not add to the predictive power 
of the logistic regression models. However, the findings indicated that as the 
percentage of teachers with one-year educator licenses increased, the 
likelihood of AYP attainment in reading and math decreased slightly. These 
findings are similar to the findings of research conducted by Darling-
Hammond (2003), which indicated that student achievement is strongly 




the findings associated with the logistic regression analyses associated with 
Research Question 2, which indicated that as the percentage of teachers with 
one-year educator licenses increased, the likelihood of a LEA attaining AYP 
decreased slightly (2-4%). This validates the impact of the employment of 
teachers with one-year educator licenses on AYP attainment in reading and 
math, which is an extension of student achievement as evidenced by scores on 
the Mississippi Curriculum Test.  
Given this, if educational leaders at the state level (for example) 
wanted to predict if Mississippi LEAs would attain AYP in reading and math, 
they should examine the attendance rate as well as the scores of the 
students. Thus, after the LEAs predicted not to attain AYP in reading or 
math were identified, the educational leaders would most likely recommend
the necessary changes at the district level (from minor curricular, 
instructional, or administrative modifications to substantial methods of 
reform at the district and school levels. First, since attendance was identified 
as a critical factor in the attainment of AYP in both reading and math, the 
educational leaders would probably recommend that the districts implement 
programs or policies to increase student attendance while stressing the 
essentiality of this factor to parents, teachers, and administrators. Second, as 
indicated by the findings of the study, student performance on the MCT can 
greatly impact a district’s attainment of AYP in reading and math. To 





scores on the Mississippi Curriculum Test) and thus the likelihood of AYP 
attainment, educational leaders would most likely suggest remediation or a 
combination of remediation and research-based instructional methods, as
recommended by NCLB (2001). Additionally, educational leaders might 
possibly caution teachers and administrators (especially in LEAs comprised 
chiefly of low-performing students) to incorporate techniques to guard against 
the tendency of teachers to focus upon students who are closest to attaining 
proficiency, and basically ignore the needs of the high-performing or 
extremely low-performing students as evidence by the research of Sanders 
(2003). 
In summary, this study demonstrated that using the variables utilized 
for the calculation of AYP, a predictive model can be successfully utilized to 
classify Mississippi LEAs that will and will not attain AYP in reading and 
math with an accuracy greater than that which can be attributed to chance. 
This study also established that the inclusion of a variable corresponding to 
the percentage of teachers in a LEA with one-year educator licenses does not 







DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Discussion
This study addressed the following four areas of research: (a) the
history of adequate yearly progress, (b) the impact of adequate yearly 
progress on state policies and procedures related to education, (c) the 
measurement of adequate yearly progress (AYP), and (d) the theoretical basis 
for the inclusion of the percentage of teachers with one year certificates in the 
calculation of adequate yearly progress. 
Though the term AYP is not new, it has recently received new 
attention because it is a critical component of the No Child Left Behind Act. 
According to NCLB guidelines, schools and local education agencies (LEAs) 
must meet several criteria associated with AYP in order to attain AYP 
annually in reading and math. Essentially, AYP is the determining factor of 
school success. Because of the number of stringent requirements that must be 
met in order for schools and LEAs to attain AYP, educators at the local, state 
and federal levels have been greatly impacted by this NCLB requirement. 






manner in which every public school and LEA in America deals with 
instructional activities and measurement of the progress of all students. 
Finally, based on the findings of numerous researchers denoting a 
relationship between teacher certification and the academic achievement of 
students (Goldhaber & Brewer, 1999; Laczko-Kerr & Berliner, 2003; Darling-
Hammond, 2003), the relationship between the attainment of AYP and one-
year teacher certification in the state of Mississippi was examined.  
This study examined the predictive power of the variables included in 
the Mississippi Report Card (2003-2004) utilized for the calculation of AYP in 
reading and math using the logistic regression technique. This research also 
determined the effect of the addition of a variable denoting the percentage of 
teachers with one-year educator licenses on the predictive power of the 
regression models. 
The research questions investigated for purposes of this research were: 
(a) Can variables included in the Mississippi Report Card 2003-2004 required 
for the calculation of AYP be used to successfully predict AYP in reading and 
math using the Logistic Regression technique with an accuracy greater than 
that which can be attributed to chance and (b) Could the addition of another 
predictor variable (percentage of teachers with one-year educator licenses) 
notably add to the predictive accuracy of the models? To address each 
question, data were obtained from the Mississippi Department of Education 




the Mississippi Report Card 2003-2004 and the Mississippi Accountability 
System: 2004 Results). Using multiple logistic regression analyses, the 
results of this study indicated that overall, the predictor variables included in 
the calculation of AYP can be utilized to predict whether a district will attain 
AYP at an accuracy greater than that which can be attributed to chance. 
Supplementary findings signified that the inclusion of a variable 
representing the number of teachers with one-year educator licenses does not 
improve the predictive accuracy of the logistic regression models.  
In summary, this study demonstrated that using the variables utilized 
for the calculation of AYP, a predictive model can be successfully utilized to 
classify Mississippi LEAs that will and will not attain AYP in reading and 
math with an accuracy greater than that which can be attributed to chance. 
Furthermore, the variables that exerted the most influence on an LEA’s 
attainment of AYP were: (a) attendance as a percentage of enrollment and (b) 
the reading and math scores of students in the White ethnic subgroup in 
grades 3 and 5 (reading) and grades 8 and 5 (math). The substantial impact 
of the variable representing attendance is expected, given the logical 
inference that student attendance positively influences achievement. 
Additionally, because attendance as a percentage of enrollment was the most 
influential variable in each of the models derived during the course of this
research, it is reasonable that this variable is included in the calculation of 
 
95 
AYP. Therefore, the findings of this study reinforce NCLB’s recommendations 
for the variables to be included for the calculation of AYP.  
The next most influential variables were the scores of students in the 
White ethnic subgroup in grades 3 and 5 (reading) and grades 8 and 5 (math). 
Theses scores were more powerful predictors of AYP attainment because the 
mean scores of this subgroup surpassed the scores of students from the Black 
ethnic subgroup in each grade. Therefore, these findings substantiate the 
foundation upon which NCLB is based: inconsistencies in achievement exist 
among the ethnic subgroups and must be addressed. Though the scope of this 
study did not include the basis for the achievement gap upon which NCLB is 
founded, it is apparent based on the findings of this study that this gap must 
be attended to. 
This study also established that the inclusion of a variable 
corresponding to the percentage of teachers in a LEA with one-year educator 
licenses does not add to the predictive accuracy of the model. This finding 
was inconsistent with previous research presented with this study. However, 
one possible explanation for this variable’s lack of influence is the fluctuation 
among Mississippi LEAs. Specifically, the percentage of teachers with one-
year educator licenses in each LEA ranged from 0% to 29%. Therefore, 
because some LEAs were minimally impacted by this variable, its influence 
did not add to the predictive power of the logistic regression models. 










traditional certification on student achievement, whereas this research 
sought to determine the influence of teachers with one-year certification on 
AYP, which is comprised partially of student achievement measurements, but 
not entirely.  
Conclusions 
The findings of this research indicated that the variables used in the 
calculation of AYP can be used to successfully predict whether a LEA will 
attain AYP in reading and math with accuracy greater than chance using the 
logistic regression technique. Additionally, the inclusion of a variable 
representing the percentage of teachers within a LEA with one-year educator 
licenses does not increase the predictive power of the models derived.  
Research Question 1
 Research Question 1: Can variables included in the Mississippi Report 
Card 2003-2004 required for the calculation of AYP be used to successfully 
predict AYP using the Logistic regression technique with an accuracy greater 
than that which can be attributed to chance?  Based on the findings of this 
study, the current variables utilized in the calculation of AYP can be utilized 
to predict AYP for Mississippi LEAs substantiating their inclusion in the
present AYP formula. Moreover, student attendance is the single most 
important factor impacting the attainment of AYP. Additionally, as indicated 







can be inferred that districts with higher proportions of students in the White 
ethnic subgroup are more likely to attain AYP in reading and math. One
practical application of these findings is the use of the logistic regression 
models including the variables presently utilized in the calculation of AYP by 
educational leaders to gain information conducive to the proactive 
identification of districts at risk of not attaining AYP and the subsequent 
implementation of initial or supplementary methods of reform. 
Research Question 2
Research Question 2: Could the addition of another predictor variable 
(percentage of teachers with one-year educator licenses) notably add to the 
predictive accuracy of the model? Based on the findings associated with this 
research question, addition of the variable representing the percentage of 
teachers with one-year educator licenses to the present AYP formula does not 
affect the predictive accuracy of the model. However, as the percentage of 
teachers with one-year educator licenses increases, a LEA’s likelihood of 
attaining AYP decreases. Thus, it can be inferred that though this variable is 
not especially useful for predictive diagnostics, it does impact a LEA’s AYP 
attainment negatively. One practical application of these findings is that 
LEAs identified as at-risk for not attaining AYP in reading and/or math by 






monitor the proportion of  teachers with one-year certificates employed in 
their district. 
Recommendations 
During the course of this study, several areas necessitating further 
research were identified. First, an inspection of the descriptive statistics 
associated with the independent variables utilized in this study revealed an 
achievement gap between groups of students in differing ethnic subgroups in 
each grade (2-8). The factors contributing to these discrepancies in 
achievement were not identified during this research, but it is recommended
that future research be conducted to determine the basis for this gap. The 
factors affecting the achievement of these students must be identified and 
explained before this gap can be effectively addressed by local, state, and 
federal educational systems. 
Additionally, the descriptive statistics indicated that an elevated 
amount of within-group reading and math score variation exists in the black 
subgroup, in comparison to the within-group variation of the white ethnic 
subgroup. Future research should seek to explain this within-group variation.  
Moreover, the descriptive statistics revealed that the reading scores of 
students from both ethnic subgroups were highest in 4th grade students and 
the math scores of students in both ethnic subgroups were highest in third 











common to other states with similar proportions of students as well as the 
factors contributing to the achievement of students in both groups. Additional 
studies should be conducted to provide explanation for these group 
achievement plateaus occur in these grades. 
Finally, the models derived for the prediction of AYP should be applied 
to other states with similar proportions of students to determine 
generalizability of this predictive model. Given that the state of Mississippi is 
one of five states with the highest population of minority students (United 
States Department of Education, 2004), the accuracy of the logistic regression 
models resulting from this research could be affected.  
Therefore based on the findings of this research, it is recommended 
that Mississippi LEAs devise and implement measures to increase student 
attendance and enhance the reading and math scores of students in all
subgroups in order for LEAs to increase the likelihood of AYP attainment in 
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